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ANTAFB. NEW MEXICAN
CALIFORNIA

SELECTED

PECULIAR AND

. SANTA FE

NOT EMBLEM

ARRESTED IN

CHICAGO

;

O'Brien, Toastmaster at Daughters of American Revolution Propose Erecting an
Banquet Refused to
Arch at Terminus.
Toast the Flag.

National Republican Convention
Will Be Held There, Con12 John E.
Los
Angeles, Dec.
vening June 22, Noon.
Chandler, a former financial secretary

HEAR FROM PORTO RICO
Communications Read Before Committee From Both the Federal and
Republican Parties.

X
SELECTED
AS CONVENTION CITY.
Washington, Dec. 12 Chica- - X
go is selected as the place for X
the next national Republican X
convention.
CHICAGO

X

The choice was made by the National Republican Committee today which
also fixed June 2.1 at 12 o'clock, as
the time for the meeting of the convention.
Communications were read today
from the Federal and Republican parties of Porto Rico both claiming representation in the committee1.
Mayor Todd of San Juan, represent'

ing the Republican party, then appeared before the committee and gave
a brief history of that party which he
said was established sometime before
the Federal party.
Each party was represented, by two
members in the local Senate. His
party, he said, controlled 58,000 out of
130,000 registered voters and its aim
was to Americanize the island and
stand by the administration.
Other representatives of the Republican party urged that they be given
recognition.
The Porto Rican contest was refer-eto the committee. At 1 : 40 the committee adjourned to meet in Chicago
at the call of the chairman.
d

REPUBLICAN
GOVERNMENT
Final Steps Taken for the Permanent
Formation of One at Panama

January

4.

Washington, Dec. 12 The state department has been informed that final
steps have been taken for the formation of a permanent Republican form
of government in Panama. The news
came is a dispatch from Consul General Gudger'dated Panama today as
follows:
"Election for a" constitutional convention is called for January 4. The
convention meets on the 20th of January."

of the Idaho Springs, Colorado, Miners' Union, has been arrested here on
a telegram from Sheriff Sandberg of
Idaho Springs.
It is alleged that Chandler was the
leading spirit among the string of
miners suspected of participating in
the disturbances which followed the
breaking out of the strike at the
Idaho Springs district, particularly the
blowing up of the transformer house
of the Sun and Moon mine.
Chandler refuses to make a statement and declares that he will resist
any effort to take him back to Colorado for trial. The authorities here
have been notified and an officer has
started from Colorado to secure the
extradition prisoner.
To Have Chandler Extradited.
Idaho Springs, Dec. 12 This afternoon Deputy Sheriff E. E. Baird, left
for Los Angeles, to bring back former
Secretary Chandler of the local miners' union who is under arrest there.
He will make every effort to have
Chandler extradited.

A CARTOON

MASQUERADE
The Guests of Company F. Are
to Die Laughing at Each
'
Other.
Several members of Company
First Regiment Infantry, National
Guard of New Mexico, intend to issue
invitations for a masquerade on New
Year's night, which will be sent to the
that Invitations will be sent to the
characters made famous by cartoon
ists, including Foxy Grand Pa, Gloomy
Gus, Happy Hooligan, Brainy Bowers,
elix, Gaston
Lady Bountiful, Fatty
and Alphonse, Lulu and Leander, the
r
Katzenjammer Kids, Mrs. Katzenjam-meand others in the same class.
A number of historical characters
will also be present, including Emperor William, Carrie Nation, Coxey and
Hobson, in the costumes they wear on
the pages of Puck, Judge and Life.
OF NEURALGIA
OF THE HEART.
Washington, Dec. 12 Civil Service
Commissioner Colonel John R. Proctor suffered a severe attack of neural
gia of the heart while at the Cosmos
Club today. He died about 2 o'clock
this afternoon as the result of the attack.
VICTIM

FRUIT JOBBERS

ONLY UNION MEN.
Be Employed By the United
States Printing Company After
January 1.

New York, Dec. 12 The following
agreement was made, with the local
electrotypers and stereotypers unions
by the United States Printing Company, a corporation doing business in
Brooklyn, that after January 1 it will
retain only union men in its employ.
Justice Marean in the Supreme
Court has granted a temporary injunction restraining the company from
men. The
discharging its
order was issued against the company
and unions directing, them to show
cause why the Injunction should not
be made permanent. The complainants allege a conspiracy to make the
non-unio-

n

shop a union concern.
The decision is sweeping in its

pro-

Western Association Discussing Plans
for Such a Movement in Convention at Des Moines,
Des Moines, Dec. 12 Plans to consolidate the fruit jobbing houses in
the territory bounded by Chicago and
Denver, St. Louis and Winnepeg, were
discussed by the Western Fruit Job
bers' Association which convened here
today. V
"
It was proposed to combine the
houses in the smaller cities giving
to one the business which at present
is handled by a half dozen. In the
lareer cities more than one house may
be necessary though the number is
limited. The loss in transmission is
given forthe proposed combination.

WILL LEAVE

in

of Men

Early Days.

D.
Dec' 12 William
Chicago.
O'Brien, the toastmaster, at the banquet of contractors and builders has
refused to toast the American flag as
an emblem of liberty. "Why the emblem of liberty is a farce," he 'cried,
"when men are shot down in the
streets because they are trying to
earn an honest living and when we

are afraid to assert our rights for fear
that some labor organization will op-

pose us."
He declared that he wanted to make
the national organization so strong
that never again will it be necessary
for members to confer dayifter day
with labor, leaders to obtain fights.
Another speaker declared he waa,t:red
of being told what to do by Gomjpers
and Mitchell and other labor leaders.
H

3C

,
FIRST UNITED STATiS
MINISTER TO PANAMA.
Dec. 12 The
Washington,
President has selected W. I.
Buchanan of New York, to be
the first United States Minister
to Panama.

X
X
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HEAVY

SNOW
IN CHICAGO

mark the terminus of the

To

..

RINCONADA

Denver.
DENIES THAT RUSSIA IS
TEMPORIZING NEGOTIATIONS'.
to the New Mexican.
12 Novoe Special
St. Petersburg, Dec.
New Mexico, Dec. 11
Rinconada,
Vyrmae today denies that Russia is Thomas McQuiston, general merchant,
e
netemporizing in the
horticulturist, and fruit raiser at this
According to Novokrai of
gotiations.
point has disposed of his general
Port Arthur, the Russian troops in store,
orchard an real estate here to
the far east are suffering greatly from Otto Kopplin, Eau Claire, Wisconsin.
the extreme cold.
The exact purchase price is not divulged, but it is believed to amount
DEMOCRATIC SENATORS
several thousand dollars.
to
HOLD A CAUCU8.
Mr. McQuiston has done business
Washington, Dec. 12 The Demo- here for nineteen years, and during
cratic Senators held a spirited caucus this time has never sued a customer,
today for the purpose of discussing nor has he put any of the patrons of
the advisability of attempting to the postoffice to the least Inconvenamend the Cuban reciprocity bill but ience. He leaves here with the good
adjourned to meet again next Monday, will of all who knew him, and all who
without arriving at any conclusion.
had business dealings with him during these two decades.
The New Mexican bindery hag Just
Mr. and Mrs. McQuiston after the fifnew'
of
and large supply
turned out a
teenth of January will go to Denver,
superior scratch pads. These are sold and make their home In that city.
at 10 cents per pound and are handy for They have considerable real and permemoranda and calculations for an of sonal property in that town. Mr. Kopflee."
as a
plin comes well recommended
good business man and a reputable
'
,
It will pay you to advertise. Try it citizen.

old

Santa Fe trail.
At the last meeting of Sunshine
Chapter, Daughters of the American
Revolution, held last Wednesday afternoon in this city, the members of
the Chapter voted to consider ways
and means for, marking the terminus
of the old Santa Fe trail which ends
at the Exchange Hotel In this city.
The route of the trail is being marked
through Kansas and the Daughters of
the American Revolution are of the
opinion that the terminus should be
perpetuated for posterity by marking
it with an arch.
The old Santa Fe trail which started at Independence, Missouri, was the
highway for commerce and travel before the advent of railroads in the
great Southwest. It was the scene of
many a bloody encounter with the Indians, wagon trains being waylaid,
and even the friendly Indians would
stampede the mules at night. For over half a century all the commerce
and travel to the southwest came over the trail, some of the merchants
being their own freighters, while others had it done under contract.
It is distinctly the one landmark in
Kansas,

Colorado and

New

Mexico

that should be perpetuated, representing as it does the establishment of

commerce and wealth in the great
Transportation Facilities on Railrois
and the sole highway of imsouthwest,
on
and
Street
Entering Chicago
to
this section prior to the
migrating
Lines
Car
Crippled.
advent of railroads. The movement
started by the Daughters of the Amer
Chicago, Dec. 12 Today for tut. ican Revolution
should meet with the
first time this winter, transportation
those
facilities on the railroads entering hearty favor and tosupport of all Fe reSanta
anxious
have
are
who
on
car
street
the
systems
Chicago and
historic
here are more or less crippled by a main the' most inimportant
the United States.
of interest
point
snow.
of
fall
heavy
Chaves.
A severe cold wave is advancing in History of Trail By Colonel
"The old Santa Fe trail prior to
the rear of the storm and already overspreads the entire northwest. The 1880 when " the first railroad entered
said Colonel J. Franco
temperature is as low as 20 degrees Santa Fe
Chaves, lapsing into a reminiscent
below zero in North Dakota.
mood, "was the sole 'highway of commerce, immigration and travel. The
trail was established in 1820 and startCONVIGTESCAPES.
.
ed at Independence, Missouri, running
20 miles in Missouri, thence through
From Detachment Constructing Scenic what is now the state of Kansas, strikRoute Road Under Two Years'
ing the Arkansas River 150 miles from
Sentence for Forgery.
Independence, thence along the banks
of the river to about 12 miles above
James D. Denning, sentenced from Fort Dodge, where the stream was
Bernalillo County for two years and crossed ; thence westward to the lower
six months for uttering a forged paper Cimarron spring at Cimarron River;
at the penitentiary thence to Las Vegas and from Las
and received
April 21, 1903, made his escape from Vegas to Santa Fe via the route of the
the detachment of convicts at work Santa Fe Railroad, but instead of goon the "Scenic Route" Road sometime ing down the Apache Canon via of
yesterday. He had remained in the Lamy, as the railroad does, the wagon
camp as cook, and when the prisoners trains came right on by Johnson's
came back from work to eat dinner Ranch, over the hill to Rock Corral, to
they found that he had neglected to Santa Fe.
cook the same and had disappeared.
"Still another trail went up the ArHe had not even folded his tent, but kansas River to Bent's Ford and then
simply and silently stole away.
westward to what was then called the
This particular escaped prisoner
as
known
'commonly
made an urgent appeal to Superintend- Purgatoire,
town of
the
where
Ware'
'Picket
ent Bursum some weeks ago to be
is now situated;
allowed to work on the "Scenic Trinidad, Colorado, Raton
the
pass down
thence
through
Route'' road in order that he might to
Cimarron where Lucien
the
Dry
rehe
had
thereby demonstrate that
Maxwell established his ranch; thence
formed, to show that he was an exem- to Las
Vegas where the two trails
as
to
be
and
released
plary prisoner
It took from two and a half
joined.
early as possible. Mr. Bursum finally to three months to come over either
sent him to join the detachment on
wagons.
' "' trair with loaded
the construction of the road.
':
A Trip Over the Trail.
His escape yesterday shows that all
"Having crossed the trail upwards
his promises were simply made with
the intention to deceive. He is well of 25 times, I will give in detail as far
known throughout Colorado, having a as my memory serves me the route
brother-in-lawho is a prominent citi- from Independence to Santa Fe. Afzen at Antonito, Colorado, and a sis- ter leaving Independence we came to
ter who is private secretary to the Black Jack Point where Olathe. Kanand then crossed
secretary of the state of Colorado In sas, is now situated 110
creek, now
the Willow Creeks,
Denver.
He is 31 years of age, light com- known as Burlingame,, Kansas, 142
as Dragon
plexion, has blue eyes, very poor teeth, creek, afterwards known
is five feet seven and a half inches in Creek, Council Grove, known below as
Lost
height, has light hair, a face rather Neocho Creek, Diamond Spring,
Three
nice, but very weak. He claims to be Spring, Cottonwood Creek, the
a bookkeeper and also to have served Turkeys, the Running Turkey, the
Owl
in railroad offices. The usual award Dry Turkey and the Big Turkey,
of $25 allowed by law has been offered Creek, Little Arkansas, Little Cow
Cow Creeek, Walnut Creek,
by the penitentiary authorities for Creek, Big
his capture descriptions and pic- and the big bend, where the Arkansas
was first struck, Pawnee Rock, Paw-ne- e
tures of him are now on his trail.
Fork, Ash Point, Three Coon
Creeks and the Arkansas.
MOFFET TO SUCCEED RAY
AS ROCK ISLAND AGENT.
"Jt was 59 miles from the Arkansas
Denver, Dec. 12 The announce- River: to the Lower Cimarron Spring,
ment is made that' A.. H. Moffet of from there to Cold Spring, then we
New York, will succeed Hal S. Ray, struck Carrlzo Creek, Rabbit Ear, the
as general agent for the Rock Island Red or Canadian River, Apache Hill,
in Denver. Moffet is one of the best Wagon Mound, La Junta where the
railroad men in the west. Ray goes town of Watrous is now situated,
to New York as the general eastern thence to Las Vegas, and from there
agent of the Rock Island.
to Tecolote, Bernal, to the Pecos River at San Miguel where the Pecos was
The New Mexican Printing Com- crossed, to Pajarito and the Pecos,
pany will do your Job work with neat- where the Pecos River was again
ness and dispatch.
struck, to Glorleta, or Pigeon's Ranch,
.
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STRIKE OFF

Colorado Capitalists to Prospect for
Them in New Mexico Are Ready
for Business.
Radium,

Rumor in Circulation at Cripple
Creek to This Effect Owing
or
wolframite
tongsten,
to Change in Policy.
mica.

molybdanite and
Colorado capitalists who know that
the above named rare and peculiar
IS AT EXCHANGE HOTEL metals exist in the Territory of New
Mexico, are looking them up, with a
to investing any amount neces
view
Colonel J.. Franco Chaves Gives a Brief
sary to mine the same. They have
History of the Trail in the
already made a deposit with Gross,

1

visions and restrains the unions from
organizing a strike against the company, picketing, boycotting or in any Thomas McQuiston, General Merchant
way interfering with its business.
and Horticulturist to Remove to

Russo-Japanes-

FARCE

Being Shot Down
the Streets Because Trying i'o
'
Earn a Living.

Result

X
X
Apt X
X
F. X

TO CONSOLIDATE

Will-

DENOUNCERS

TO CALL

RARE METALS

TRAIL

OF LIBERTY

Former Financial Secretary of Idaho
Springe, Colorado, Miners' Union
William
Wanted By Sheriff.

S

NO. 252.
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VOL. 40.

Kelly & Company, of Las Vegas, with
and
which to start out prospectors,
they are ready for business.
The mica finds of New Mexico are
well known quantities, and lie through
the same belt as the radium, wolframite or tongsten and molybdanite, a
big strata of which runs northeast and
southwest in Santa Fe, San Miguel and
Rio Arriba Counties.
The wolframite or tongsten is perhaps one of the rarest of the metals
named, as it is only found in five)
states and territories, viz.: South Carolina, California, Colorado, Arizona and
New Mexico. The extra amount of resistance in wolframite or tongsten
makes it valuable in the manufacture
of armor plate, and is therefore in
great demand at all shipbuilding

plants.

MOTHERJONESBOBSUP
Will, Shortly Invade Wyoming

Organization at

Twenty-On-

to Perfect
e

Coal Camps.

Denver, Dec. 12 A rumor Is in clr
culation here that the strike at Cripple
Creek will be called off and as a result
of the change in policy, William D.
Haywood, secretary of the Western
Federation of Miners, will resign.
Will Invade. Wyoming.
12
Dec.
"Mother
Diamondville,
Jones" sent word that she will be la
Wyoming soon to make an effort to organize 21 unorganized coal camps in
this state. The officials of the companies declare that they will resist
any attempts to proselyte on her part
to the utmost. They assert that the
recent increase of ten per cent in
wages satisfied the men and they will
not quit under any circumstances.

RUSSIA'S REPLY
MIHInGJOCATIONS.
HAS BEEN RECEIVED.
12
has
Russia's
Dec.
Tokio,
reply
been received. The Russian minister Eight Were Filed With Probate Clerk
Recorder of Santa
and
informed Premier Katsura that Russia
Fe County.
entertains Japan's proposals, probably
with modifications. A general election
The following mining locations have
has been fixed for March,
been recorded in the office of the pro
recorder of
bate clerk and
Fe
Santa
County.
down the Apache Canon to Johnson's
Thunder Bolt mining claim, Dalton
Ranch, over the hill to Rock Corral Creek
mining district, described as
and then to Santa Fe.
at location stake
Who Were Their Own follows: 200Beginning
Merchants
thence
feet northeasterly, 1,300
Freighters.
feet southwesterly, 300 feet northwestAmong the merchants who crossed
and 300 feet southeasterly, partly
the trail" in the early days and who erly
on both sides of Dalton Creek about
were
Dr.
were their own freighters
one mile above
of Horse
Henry Connelly, afterwards Governor Creek In section 23,junction
17 north,
township
AnNew
of
Mexico;
of the Territory
11 east.
range
tonio Jose Otero and Juan Otero,
May Day Mining Claim, Dalton
uncles of the Hon. Miguel A. Otero, Creek
District, described as.
of
the Territory; follows Mining
the present Governor
:
at location stake,
Beginning
Juan Perea, Jose L. Perea, Julian thence 750 feet
750 feet
northeasterly,
Yrri-sarr- i,
Mariano
C.
Juan
Armijo,
Perea,
300 feet northwesterly
southwesterly,
Manuel Armijo, Rafael Armijo,
and 300 feet southeasterly on each
Salvador Armijo, my own father, Mar side of Dalton
Creek about two miles
ChavDavid
Jose
iano Chaves,
Chaves,
above
of Horse Creek, northjunction
es, afterwards killed on Chaves Creek east of and
to Copper
contiguous
near the Little Arkansas ; John Scully,
section 23, townClaim,
King
Mining
John
Oeran St. Vrain, Joe Pley,
17 north, range 11 east.
James, and Sam McGuffey, ship
Magnet Mining Claim, Dalton Creek
Samuel C. Owens, Sam and George
District, described as follows:
Mining
and
Weathered, Solomon Hauck, Jim
at location stake thence
Beginning
Bill Glasgow, F. Aubrey and Joslah 200
1,300 feet southfeet
northeasterly,
who
has
a
Connecticut
Yankee,
Gregg,
300 feet northwesterly and
westerly,
given to posterity two volumes entit- 300 feet southwesterly, on west side of
led "Commerce of the Prairies," which Dalton
Creek, southeast of and contig
were recently received by Governor
uous to Emerald Mining Claim, and
Otero for the public library. Gregg
southwest of and contiguous to Copper
who brought some cigars to New MexKing Mining Claim in section 23, town
a
ico with him for his own use, made
17 north, range 11 east.
ship
clock, wheels and all, out of the cigar
Mining Claim, in Indian
Midget
old
on
the
was
which
put up
boxes,
Creek
District, described as
Mining
adobe cathedral and ran for some time. follows:
at location stake,
Beginning
Dangers From Indians.
thence 200 feet northeasterly, 1,300
"The wagon trains were in danger feet southwesterly, 300 feet northwestof Indians 20 miles west of Independ erly and 300 feet southeasterly on
ence, and even the friendly Indians, south side of West Fork of Indian
the Shawnees, Delawares, Kaws and Creek about two miles from its junc
Pottewetomies, while they would not tion with east fork of same in section
fight, would stampede the mules dur- 12, township 17 north, range 11 east.
ing the night and steal everything
Emerald Mining Claim, Dalton Creek.
they could lay their hands on. In the Mining District, described as follows:
open plains we had to contend with Beginning at location stake, thence
the Pawnees, Comanches, Kiowas,
750 feet northeasterly, thence 750 feet
and Cheyennes, and after
southwesterly, 300 feet northwesterly,
the Raton Mountains were crossed the and 300 feet southwesterly, partly on
Apaches, Utes and the Navahos.
both sides of Dalton Creek about two
"I first crossed the trail with my miles above
junction of Dalton and
father's freighters in 1841, when I Horse Creeks, section 23, township IT
went to St. Louis to school. In 1846 I north,
range 11 east.
returned with Samuel C. Owens wagon
Altamount Mining Claim, in Dalton
train, with General Karney's invading Creek Mining District, described as
forces as an escort, the army over- follows: Beginning at location stake,
hauling the merchants at Pawnee thence 750 feet northerly, 750 feet
Fork, and marching ahead of us into southerly, 300 feet easterly and 300
Santa Fe. In 1847 I again crossed the feet westerly about 600 feet west of
trail to go to the east to attenn Dalton Creek and about one mile
school, returning to New Mexico in above the junction of Horse Creek In
1852.
section 23, township 17 north, range
Mail Once a Month.
11 east.
"In those days we received mail
Notary Mining Claim, Dalton Creek
once a month in Santa Fe, it taking Mining District, described as follows:
30 or more days for the mail coach to
Beginning at location stake, ' thence
go over the trail from Santa Fe to In- 300 feet northeasterly, 1,200
feet
There was a mail coach southwesterly, 300 feet northwesterly,
dependence.
each way, and they usually met in 300 feet southeasterly on west side of
the center of the trail. The time was Dalton Creek south of and contiguous
cut down first to 22 days, then to 14 to the Copper King Mining Claim, sec
days, then to 10 days and then to 1 tion 23, township 17 north, range II
days, until finally in 1880 we had a east.
railroad into Santa Fe. A year preBig Black Mining Claim, Dalton
vious the terminus was at Raton.
Creek
described as
"Even reminiscences of conflicts follows:Mining District,
at
location
stake
Beginning
enand
the hardships
with the Indians
100 feet northerly, 1,400 feet southerly.
dured in the two and a half to three 300
feet easterly and 300 feet westerly
months travel entailed in crossing the
west side of Dalton Creek south
along
The
advent
plains would fill volumes.
of
and
contiguous to Notary Mining
of the railroads to the southwest also
section
23, township 17 north,
Claim,
of
hostilities
cessation
marked the
11
east.
range
with the Indians, until today one can
All of the above named claims were
cross the plains with as much ease
located
In
during August and September,
as
would
have
he
and as little fear,
1903, by H. B. Jones, L. M. Sheley,
walking the streets of Santa Fe."
Charles H. Taggart and William D.J'
Steadman.
The latest faces of types for letter
like
and
the
heads,, circular envelopes
Keep your business ever before the
at the New Mexican printing office 'Set
your work done at that office ana nave public by advertising in your home
It done well, quickly and at toweat io"-lbl- e paper. A good advertiser always has
success in any honest enterprise.
prices.
Mc-Knig-
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The New Mexican is the oldest news
It i3 sent to ev
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JOHN HAY SECRETARY OF STATE.
The people of the United States
have great confidence in the ability
and state craft of John Hay, the present secretary of state. It is universally acknowledged that Mr. Hay is the
right man in the right place. Concerning him in a recent editorial the
New York Evening Sun says that it is
a source of comfort and satisfaction
to know that a veteran of Secretary
Hay's accomplishments has charge of
the diplomatic interests of the United
States in connection with the preparations to construct the Panama Canal.
He it was who paved the way by negotiating the repeal of the Clayton-Bulwe- r
treaty by which England consented to give the United States a free
hand; and when the critics of the
course of events at Panama consider
the priceless services of John Hay as
the savior of China from partition, as
the champion of the Open Door, as the
counsellor whose proposals perfected
The Hague arbitration treaty, as the
inspiration of the conference which
settled the Alaskan boundary dispute
and removed the last impediment to
peace between two great nations, they
should be slow, to question the wisdom of a policy which has the approval of the statesman who seems destined to go down in history as the
greatest American secretary of state.
John Hay's career has been one of
honor to himself and pride to his coun
trymen. Seldom has an American re
ceived so thorough a training in public
affairs, and never did greater accom
plishments receive the impress of exPrivate secretary to Linperience.
coln for four years and his confidential medium of communication with
at
the war department, consul-generParis, charge d'affaires at Vienna,
secretary of the American legation at
Madrid, assistant secretary of state in
the Hayes administration, ambassador
to Great Britain and secretary of state
in President McKinley' s cabinet, John
Hay had a long and arduous preparation to St himself to be the adviser of
President Reosevelc in, a momentous
era when wisdom in statecraft, conservatism of Judgment and equipoise of
temperament are so necessary in the
pilot who is called upon to steer the
ship of state in troubled water. John
Hay's inspiration is an exalted and. inflexible Americanism derived from . a
instituprofound faith in American
tions. When the'degree of LL. D. was
conferred upon him by Princeton in
October, 1900, he said, speaking for
the McKinley administration: "We
have believed in the country, as our
fathers did in its high and beneficent
destiny, and, so believing, we needed
to admit no other considerations than
those' of the national welfare we had
to hearken to no voices but the call to
duty and honor." It was with deliber
ation that John Hay placed upon his
official letter paper in London "Ameri
can Ambassador," a description which
was criticised by Englishmen of lim-ite-

THE

RETO THE
PUBLICAN NATIONAL CONVENTION.
A correspondent of the esteemed Al
buquerque Journal writes to that pa
per as follows:
"In your article this morning, reply
ing to one in the Santa Fe New Mex
ican regarding the sort of men to be
sent from this Territory to our nation
al convention you say 'there are many
things to be taken into consideration,'
and then you tell us that you would
not discriminate against a man be
cause he was a 'new convert' provided
he 'believed in and acted upon the
Roosevelt gospel of political decency,'
which we all understand to mean the
condemnation and exposure of corruption. I stand right with you on that,
but where are you going to find the
new converts who come up to your
proviso?
"I have called over in my mind all
I can think of in this town, and I am
not able to put my mind's eye on a
single one of them who does not show
that he is in favor of apologizing for
and covering up the corrupt practices
in this county, and condemns Clancy
and the Journal for exposing these
practices. For that reason I agree
with the Santa Fe paper that it is
better for us to let the new converts
stay at home and remain on probation
till they get themselves
thoroughly
purged of the old Democratic idea that
the only very bad thing about official
corruption is the exposure of it.
"AN OLD TIMER."
This correspondent puts the case in
about the right light. As far as this
paper is concerned it will insist that
tried, true and good Republicans who
have done the party service and who
have its best interests and those of
the people at stake shall be selected
as delegates to represent the party in
next year's Republican National Con
vention. Men who have something
more than "hot air and talk" to recom
mend them, who have done good ser
vice and are respectable citizens, who
will be creditable
representatives,
who deserve preference by actual par
ty service and high standing in their
communities, should be chosen. Late
accessions and new recruits should be
made to wait. It is not good policy to
prefer such at the expense of the just
claims of Republican of long fealty and
loyal service. This is the stand taken
by this paper in this matter and it will
fight upon this line until the day of
the convention. It believes this fight
will do good, and that the chances for
Republican success in this Territory
in next year's campaign, if this course
is adopted by the convention, will be
bettered, admits of no caviling and no
gainsaying.

AS TO DELEGATES

Just within her grasp
but she
is safety
does not see it ; she
is looking the wrong
way. There's many
a woman struggling
sea ot disease
who is doing the
same iuid g
looking the
wrong way

snatching

ness.
Weak and sick women, especially those
suffering from diseases of long standing,
are invited to consult Dr. Pierce, by letter,
free. All correspondence is held as
strictly private and sacredly confidential.
Address Dr. R V. Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y.
I take pleasure in writing to let you know
the great good I received' from your ' Favorite
Prescription ' and your Pleasant Pellets. ' says
Mrs, Nora Gaddie, of Rio, Hart Co., Ky. "I
took seven or eight bottles of ' Favorite Prescription' and one or two vials of the 'Pellets.1
Think I would have been in my grave had it
not been for your medicines. It has been about
four months since I took the medicine. I was
all run down, had loss of appetite, could not
had backache,
sleep at night, was nervous,
black spots oh my limbs, and sick headache all
the time. I have'not had sick headache since I
took your medicine."

"Favorite Prescription" makes weak
women strong, sick women well. Accept
uo substitute for the medicine which
works wonders for weak women.
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets cure dizziness and sick headache.
When an army officer hungers for a
column in the newspapers he predicts
war with Germany.
Next year will be a bad season for
the boodling bugs in New Mexico.
They had better take headers and disappear, at any rate for the time being.

That good old adage "honor among
thieves" is evidently no longer being

-

searching titles a specialty.

EDWARD L. BARTLETT,
Lawyer, Santa Fe, New Mexico. Office
in the Capitol.
i,?
EUGENE A. FISKE,

SAN FRANCISCO ST., SANTA FE, N. M.

Attorney and Counselor at Law,
Santa Fe, N. M.
Supreme and District Court Practice.

J. E Lacome, Proprietor,

BENJAMIN

state
The
Missouri Democratic
boodlers
District Attorney
favor
Joseph W. Folk as the Democratic
candidate for the vice presidency
next year. Anything to get rid of the
man is their motto.
Mr. Cannon is proving

a
hard working and energetic speaker of
the House of Representatives in the
present Congress. He has also dem
onstrated that he has plenty of back
bone. He is all right.

:

Although William Jennings
Bryan
with nobility in Eur
ope, his Commoner does not miss an
issue and its sayings are accepted as,
the original and unadulterated wis?
dom of the Democratic Jonah.
is hobnobbing

A Washington dispatch
says that
the Kansas delegation in Congress
was struck dumb by the recent ap-

pointment of Judge Pollock to be. United States district judge for the dis
trict including Kansas. This result
was not looked for, but it has been re
ceived by the people with great equa
nimity and indeed in some cases with
"
pleasure.
H. N. WILLCOX,
GENERAL INSURANCE AGENT.
Catron Block, Phone 71.
Have you ever eaten at Claire Cafe?

'

i
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ATLAS ASSURANCE CO., Ltd., LONDON.

H. N. WILLCOX. Agent.
Ti'sphone 71.
.

WILLIAivi H. H. LLEWELLYN,

CHAS. F. EASLKV

No. 259 on

E. C. ABBOTT,
Attorney-at-Law-

.

Practices in the District and Supreme, Courts. Prompt and careful attention given to all business.
District Attorney for the Counties
of Santa Fe, Rio Arriba, Taos and San
Fe, Juan. Santa Fe, N. M.

xxr

FRENCH COGNAC AND HOLLAND OIN.
CALIFORNIA WINES AND BRANDY.
OUINNESSS PORTER AND BASSES'

.

Las Crimes. New
District attorney for nnnn in. rtt
VMJIU,
tyrant, Luna and Sierra Counties.
inira judicial District.

(Late Surveyor General.)
Attorney-at-Law- ,
Santa Fe, N. M.,
Land and mining business a specialty!

H

Santa

EDWARD C. WADE,
Attorney-at-Law-

.

Practices In all the 'courts.
"Mining cases and minora r
a specialty."

jneiieo.

,

LAS CRUCES,

ALE.

the North Side of the Street.

'

V,

i'w'.vmij

NEW MEXICO.

FRANK W. CLANCY,
Attorney-at-La-

(District Attorney 2d Judicial District.)
Practices in the District Courts and

DIGNEO & NAPOLEON
Successors ts

-- S-.

the Supreme Court of the Territory, alStates Supremo

so before the United
Court in Washington.

SeligrraiaxiY

ALBUQUERQUE

Dealers in All Kinds of Domestic and Imported

and Tobaccos
Wines, Liquors, Cigars
,,,.,,,
,,,

j,..'

Attorney-at-La-

w.

.'''"'

Practices In the Supreme and DistrMI
Court. Mining and Land Law a special
ty. Rooms 8 and 9, Sena Building, Pal
ace' Avenue, Santa Fe, N. M.

...

CALIFORNIA WINES
RHINE WINES
NATIVE WINES
.

.

- - NEW MEXICO.

A. B. RENEHAN,

,

OSTEOPATHY

Family Trade a Specialty

DR. CHARLES A. WHEELON,
Osteopath.
No. 103 Palace Avenue.
.;
Successfully treats acute and chronlo
diseases without drugs, or medicines.
No Charge for Consultation.
Hours:
m., 5 p. m.
.

Will soon remove to the New Laughlin
Building on Don Gaspar Avenue. .

South Side of Plaza.

2-

A. P. HOGLE
DR. C. N. LORD,
Office, Kahn Block, over Spitz' Jewelry

Undertaker and
Funeral Director
OA&XSTBO

HARRISON, D. D. S.,
Fischer's Drug Store.
On the Plaza.
(Successor to Dr. Manley.)

C. O.

Office: Over,

STREET

a-

Hfefct
mi of Kefeence Given at aa EMBALMEft.
RESIDENCE 'PHONE 141.

Bfi
I

-
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Civil Engineers

CJU

The Palace Hotel
Urge Sample Boons fer Commerclct jQen.
New Mexico
Seat Fe
If you want to buy anything, if you want to sell anything, if you
want to rent a house, if you wait your house rented, or if you lose

DAVID M. WHITE,
Civil Engineer.
Designs and specifications for iron
and stone ' bridges. Railroad, water
works and irrigation engineering.
Office: Governor's Palace, Santa Fe,
New Mexico.

H. S. DUVAL.

Formerly State Engineer of Florida,
of Southern Society
and
of Civil Engineers. Thirty years' exper
ience in the construction of railroad3,
water and sewer works. Credentials
filed with the Mayor of Santa Fe.
--

anything, advertise in the NEW MEXICAN".

MARGUERITE GEIMER:

Stenographer and Typewriter,
Notary Public,
No. 106 Aztec Avenue,

office.

Santa Fe,

PHY IJ1SIITDIK

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

THE MILITARY SCHOOL OF NEW MEXICO.
Established and Supported by the Territory.
New

buildings, all furnishings and equipment!
all conveniences.
; baths, water-workTUITION, BOARD AND LAUNDRY, $200 per session.. Session Is three terms of
thirteen weeks each.
ROSWELL is a noted health resort, 3,700 feet above
REGENTS
Nathan Jaffa, W. M. Reed, R. S. Hamilton, J. C. Lea and E. A. Cahoon.
- COL. J. W. WILLSON,
For particulars address
Supt.
steam-beate-

d,

s,

d.

,"

-

New Mexico.

Notary Public, Stenographer and Type
writer. Translations
From Spanish into English and from
English into Spanish carefully madia.
for tHe
Office with U. S; Attorney
Court of Private Land Claims, Federal
'

Standard Eastern Colleges.
modem and complete;

-

STENOGRAPHY A TYPEWRITING.
Lew H. Blake.
135 Palace Avenue, 4 Santa Fe, N. M.
'
Calls promptly answered. Phone 76.

Building.

SIX MEN INSTRUCTORS, al! graduates of
gas-light-

Surveyors

JAY TURLET,
Civil Engineer and Surveyor. Irrigation Work a Specialty. U. S. Deputy
Mineral Surveyer. Santa Fe, N. M. '

WtLUAM VAWOHN, PROF.

Legal blanks of all kinds for sale at The New Mexican

&

"

Cuisine and Tab?
Service Unexcelled

" and Reftu-TbroughaM.

HIEIV P1EM

South Side of Plaza.

Store.

sea-leve- l;

Insure Your Property

New Mexico.

Attorney-at-Law-

McBRAYER, OLD CROW at
OLD OSCAR PEPPER KENTUCKY WHISKIES.
OYERHOLT and OUCKENHEIMER PENN RYE WHISKY.
IRISH AND SCOTCH WHISKIES
AND DISTILLERY BOTTLED WHISKY.

Frawisco

notice for Publication.
Department qxthsi Inibbiob.

.

B. HAN LEY

(Homestead Entry No.E47.)

Land Office at Santa Fe. N. H.. Nov. 28. 1908
Notice is hereby riven that the following
named settler hag filed notice of his intention to make final proof in support of his
claim, and that said proof will be made before the register or receiver at Santa Fe. N.
M . on January 4. 1904, viz: Luis Rivera for
the s'4 of the aw, section 2:1. township 17
north, range 13 east. N. M. P. M He names
the following witnesses to prove his continuous residence upon and cultivation of said
land, viz: Tiburcio Rovbttl. Felix Rnybal.
Andres Howies, Jose fc. Boybal, all of Rowe,
N.M.
Mahukl E. Otero, Register,

J. McPHERSON.
Practices in nil th
Courts in the Territory.
Santa Fe,

and Other Gems.

JIB

N. M.

W.

Attorney-atLaw-

SPRTfAf.TV
To have the best of everything in the line.

The eastern section of New Mexico
is undergoing a great change for the
better. Wherever water can be had,
settlers are going and permanent im
provements are the order of the day.
Especially is this the case in Chaves,
Eddy and Roosevelt Counties.
Some of the Washington correspond
ents have decided to report favorably
of Brigadier
upon the nomination
General Leonard Wood to be major
general and others have concluded to
do the reverse. After all, however,
the Senate committee on military affairs will have something to say in the
matter as well as a majority of the
Senate.

Practice in all the Courts, Taos,

t?

pni,nT.Ti

McKEAN,

.

Attorney-at-Law-

Blankets, Baskets, Pottery, Rag, Wax, Feather and Linen
Drawn Work. Opals, Turquoises, Garnets

W.

N. M.

Palace Ava.

WILLIAM

Indian and Mexican
Wares and Curios
Ss?

READ,

Office Sena Block.

226 San Francisco St., South Side of PJaza.
? j& c? j& j&

Mr. Roosevelt

The pawnbrokers of Colombia ought
to be doing a good business. Reports
from that great republic say that the f
women there are pawning their jewel
ry to aid the government to raise an
army to invade Panama.

Santa Fe.

A. F. SPIE6ELBER6

himself

In his recent message to Congress
advocated the practicing of more intense Americanism by
both native and naturalized citizens of
this country. This advice is very
timely and good and should be heeded.

M.
,

Attorney-at-Law-

observes. A boodling Detroit alderman was recently robbed by a highwayman of a large amount of money
and jewelry.

'

by-th-

the finest brands of
WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS
All the Popular Games.

J0 J0

.

N. M.

GEO. W. KNAEBEL,
Office in Griffin Block. Collections and

to-da- y

NEW MEXICO IN THE PUBLIC EYE.
At the meeting of the Territorial
Board of Health in the Capital during
the forepart of this week 23 physi
cians, among them one woman, were
admitted to practice medicine in the
The fact that many attor
Territory.
neys and physicians are coming to
New Mexico, settling here and practicing their professions is a strong indi
cation of the constant growth of the
population and of the increase of
wealth and prosperity here. Physi
cians and lawyers do not come to com
munities that are not advancing and
Where business is poor
prospering.
for the merchants and where there is
no lucrative employment for mechanics and laboring men generally, doctors
and lawyers do not abound in great
numbers. In fact such localities are
shunned by them with religious regu
larity and great zeal. Hence the fact
that during the past year about 50 attorneys and about the same number
of physicians have arrived in New
Mexico from the states and have become residents of the future Sunshine
State, proves that the claim that New
Mexico is in the public eye, is attracting much attention and that people
are coming here in great numbers to
become citizens, is pretty well

There was an election in Denver
this week and the air up there is foggy
with cries of "Fraud! Corruption!
Election Thieves!" and other choice
political epithets. Colorado may be
a sovereign state and its people much
more entitled to all the privileges of
American citizenship than those of
New Mexico, but nevertheless, this
discernment.
Territory has never made a spectacle
There was never an American sec of itself as Colorado does every time
retary of state before Mr. Hay who it has a little
in
united so many accomplishments
his person. As a biographer of Presi
This is a funny world. While the
dent Lincoln and as the author of statesmen of 'Russia and Japan are
"Castilian Days," his place in letters talking of peace and engaged in peace
is secure. His address on the Iiubai-ya- t negotiations, Russia is sending 150,000
at the Omar Khayyam Club in more soldiers- to Manchuria and Japan
London and his oration at the unveil- is strengthening its navy in every
ing of a memorial bust of Scott in possible way. The ministers of forWestminster Abbey were beautiful eign affairs of these two countries
specimens of rhetoric appropriate to evidently believe in Mr. Roosevelt's
the occasions. His tribute to the saying: "Speak softly, but carry a big
memory of William McKinley at the stick."
session of the House and Senate on
The Commercial Tribune published
February 27, 1902, when he said that
"the fame of such a man will shine at Cincinnati, which claims to be a
like a beacon through the mists of Republican newspaper, is making a
ages, an object of reverence, of imi- campaign all by itself, urging Presitation and of love," will always be a dent Roosevelt to withdraw from polimodel of obituary eloquence.
tical activity and to decline the nomination for President next year. Roose"Stand Pat" and "Success" are Sen- velt is called upon to be the Warator Hanna's slogans for the 1904 wick of his party. The unsolved quesAnd right good slogans tion is: "In whose pay is the Trib- campaign.
even
if they are needed to une?
are
they
assure Republican victory next year.
Colombian money is advancing in
But as things look now, next year's
campaign will be a walk over for the value. It now takes only sixteen hundred dollars of paper money of that
Republicans, slogan or no slogan:
republic to buy one gold dollar. It is
therefore no wonder that the Boston
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
Tnke Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets. people are afraid of an attack,
All druggists refund the money if it Colombian, navy and are already askfells to cure. K. W. Grove's signature ing izr the protection of their har
;
bor.
to on each box. 25 2.

MAX. FROST,

Attorney at Law, Santa Fe,

Has on hand a constant supply of

At

CARDS.

Attorneys at Law..

OXFORD CLUB

medicinal

straws when the
life buoy, Dr.
Pierce's Favorite Prescription is within her reach.
Many a woman has testi
fied : " I know I should
but for Dr. Pierce's
not be alive
This famous
Favorite Prescription."
medicine establishes regularity, dries
weakening drains, heals inflammation
and ulceration, and cures female weak-

PROFESSIONA!.

-

FRANCISCO DELGADO,
v

Santa Fe,

N. M.

KATHERINE COLLINS
Will display at the office of the Singer;
'
Manufacturing Company, on the
east side of the plaza, handsome
neckwear and Christmas novelties
4
from New York City.
'

' Call on the New Mexican Printing
Company for engraved visiting cards.

'

3

Santa F? New Mexican, Saturday, December J 2, J 903.
Every woman covets a
shapely, pretty figure, and
many of them deplore the
lo68 of their girlish forms
after marriage. The bearing
of children is often destructive
to the mother's shapeliness.
All of this can be avoided,
however, by the use of Mother's Friend before baby comes, as this
great liniment always prepares the body for the strain upon it, and
reserves the symmetry of her form. Mother's Friend overcomes all the
and carries the expectant mother safely through
anger of child-birtthis critical period without r.in. It is woman's greatest blessing.
Thousands gratefully tell of the benefit and relief derived from the
use of this wonderful
remedy. Sold by all
druggists at $i.oo per
5

W'miPtPBtBw

h,

bottle.

Our little

buJGDUlfi)!?0'

book, telling all about
this liniment, will be sent

lb Bnifisld

X

Rssilator Co., Atlanta,

FnH(Bnd(ill
7

a portion of your
HOLIDAY TRADE.

We beg to solicit

I

$
g

We will have a complete line of Novelties
Just the thing for CHRISTMAS PRESENTS.
A Fine Line of Souvenir
Spoons. Jewelry. Etc.

s

KAADT'S

Iaadt's Art Studio
Up

Stairs over Kerr's Barber Shop.

MISS MAY MARKELL,
A Society Belle of London, Canada.
flow in

ISS MAY MARKELL
of London, Ontario,
Canada, is a beauti- ful giri who knows what
suffering is and Wine of
Card a i has brought her back
to health. She is one of the
social fvof itea
her home
and" her recovery' to health

fig

a healthy and nat

ural manner. Menstruation
started right is very easy to
keep regular through the
years of mature womanhood.
Then the "change of life"
need-nobe feared. Thus
t
Wine of Cardui is woman's
tf
best relief from youth to
old age. A million women
has permitted" her to enjoy
have secured blessed relief
the company of her many
Jfi May MarktU.
from their sufferings by tak
friends instead of lying on
a bed of sickness and suffering. For ing this treatment. It relieves menthe, health she now enjoys she gives strual troubles in an incredibly short
credit to Wine of Cardui. She writes: time. In a simple case of deranged
never fails. To
"I have found Wine of Cardui an excel menses Wine of Cardui
menses is to remove
lent remedy for female trouble. I suffered relieve disordered
the cause of other female troubles. Any
for three years with terrible bearing-dowwill tell you that to remove
pains at the menstrual period. I could physician of a disease renders the cure
hardly stand on my feet and was never the cause
real well. Wins of Cardui was the only easy, in fact seldom fails to complete
medicine that I could depend on to do me the cure. If you would have the same
which Miss Markell secured try
any good, as I tried several with no suc- relief
cess. Wine of Cardui cured me and I Wine of Cardui. You can take it withand without any
have now enjoyed pzrfect health for two out an examination You
can take it in
whatever.
publicity
I
credit
for
and
all
the
years,
give you
the privacy of your home and secure
know you deserve it."
just as much benefit as if a doctor had
For a young girl Wine of Cardui is prescribed it for you. Thousands of wothe best remedy to guide her through men are feeling the vigor of returning
womanhood by starting the menstrual health by taking Wine of Cardui.
n

WINE of CARD VI
B.J.PALBM.

Pusiill

A million suffering women

have found relief in
Wine of Cardui.

J.H. VAOOHM,

UKKT L. WALDO.

1

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK

MINES AND

A new process is being installed In
the Matt reduction mill at Las Vegas.
The old machinery has been entirely
discarded and the plant Is being thoroughly' remodeled.
has
All the necessary machinery
been installed on the Jawbone in the
Bromide District, Rio Arriba County.
The shaft la timbered down to the 60
foot level and the timbering is being
continued to the 108 foot level. A
large pump will be placed on that level
and from there a drift will start toward the west to cut the ore body. At
present drifting is being done on the
60 foot level to ascertain the width of
the ore which is now four feet under
water.
Work has been resumed on the Red
Fissure in the Bromide District, a full
force of men being put on after a shut
down of several weeks.
The Mining Reporter of Tres Pie-- 1
dras brings the following , additional
notes of the Bromide District: "W.
H. Rayner, the old time prospector
has been prospecting around Gallinas
and the Peaks the past two weeks and
has located good coal land near Galli-

nas."

"M. J. P. Gill has been waiting im
patiently for some time for the pipes
for his placer mine and has at last
decided to postpone all work until
spring as heavy showers are liable to
come at any time now. The pipes arrived yesterday."

"Otto Rosenfeld of Manistee, Michi
gan, an officer of the Tusas Peak Geld
and Copper Mining Company, arrived
on Saturday of last week to look af
ter his interests here. He is very well
satisfied with the outlook and is a
firm believer in the camp. He left
J
Monday on his return home."
"Several gentlemen interested in the
Bromide Mining District, were the
guests of F. A. Elliott of Cow Creek
for a couple of days. They were very
much impressed with the large surface mineral croppings shown them,
more especially the McKinley, Roosevelt, Elliott, Kennedy and Milwaukee
Belle lodes. It is understood that the
Milwaukee Belle lead will be crosscut
in the Billy Kennedy tunnel by the
first of the year."
L. F. Elliott, postmaster at Rincon
writes to Santa Fe as follows: "The
citizens of Rincon and miners have a
good road to the Apache Canon, Sierra County, where the first gold was
discovered. The road will not be over
20 miles long and avoids crossing the
Rio Grande twice, and also a lot of
sand. The work is going on at both
ends and it can be used for traffic by
the end of this week. Several shafts
have been sunk to from ten to twelve
feet with gold all the way. People
lot
who invested in the field showed
of coarse gold here this week." The
field extends for about six miles each
way from Apache and without doubt
gold in paying quantities is found over a large part of the country, the reexperts notwithports of would-b- e
is
there and so far
The
gold
standing.
as can be seen, in paying quantises."
There are a large number of leasers at work at Santa . Rita. Those
meeting with the greatest success are:
C. P. Crawford, Norman Pronger, Ben
Sotero
Moses and Perry Crawford;
Balles; J. E. Wilson and Ed Schuyler;
Herbert W. Dawson, Michael Riney
and Mariano Islos; Malcolm McGregor; John Deegan, L. H. Bartlett and
Horace Moses; Valente Acieniega;
Jose Acosta; H. W. Dawson on the
Chino; Deegan and Selleck on the old
Rita; Michael Hughes; Thompson
Brothers; K H. Bartlett, ,C. P. Craw
ford and E. O. Cole; Cole and Bartlett;
S. S. Skinner. Over 200 men are be
ing employed in the different leasing

operations.
In order to take advantage of the
right to follow a vein on its dip be
yond the side lines of a claim, the locator must include within his boundaries some portion of the apex of a
discovered vein.

1APTA FE,

United

ESP

CEXTCO

States Designated Depositary.

uumnrwu
Legal blanks of all kinds for sale at The New Mexican office.

' Let

MILLS

The owner of a placer claim cannot
follow a vein or lode beyond the surface boundaries of his claim extend
ed vertically downward. In order to
secure the extralateral right it is necessary that the owner of the placer
claim make a lode location on the
vein discovered in the placer, the
same as though it were situated else-- '
where on the public domain.
Telluride ores may be concentrated
by passing the pulp after crushing
through hydraulic classifiers and send
ing each class to a separate concentrating machine, the tailings being
passed over a canvas table. This
class of ores is difficult of concentration. It should be handsorted, the
poorer ores alone being concentrated,
the richer being shipped.
The miscrocopic study of rocks
demonstrates that rocks contain minerals in three distinct classes: Native
metals, such as gold, silver and copper; definite chemical compounds,
like feldspar, mica, quartz, galena,
hornblende, etc., and glass-likminerals, In which the several component elements are united, not in a defi-

the GOLD DD8T TWHJS

DO YOU SEE THE POINT

do your work

CLEAN AND SWEET EVERY MORNING. We run tb enly Daily
Bread, Cake and Pie Delivery in the City. The Only Way is the Right
Way. Enough said of the Delivery.
THE QUALITY Try Us. ' The Proof of the Pudding is !n the Eat
ing Thereof."
IT WILL PAY YOU TO STEP AROUND THE CORNER FOR YOUR

one-na- if

Jersey

GOLD DUCT,

in housework is to do things in the longest,
most round about way. If your time temper
wiuiuii uc wuiiu any wing ,uvg lacm oy

HlAGARA

FALLS
NEW YORK
EOSTOR

Detroit

BUFFALO

Flour Has Never Failed.

We can sell you

a Sack or Car.

-- BAKERS

KINSELL & CO.

Telephone, No. 40.

Water and Galiateo Sta

PROMPT DELIVERIES.

3

found by mixing clay and sand with
salt water and plastering the inside
of the furnace with it, or by setting a
cylinder or other form having essentially the shape of the furnace within
it, but allowing a space between the
form and the side of the furnace, to
be carefully packed with the wet mixture of the clay, sand and salt. This
is allowed to dry when the form is
removed and a slow fire started. The
heat may then be raised gradually.
The salt melts and glazes the clay and
the entire mass forms a solid brick,
which, if properly made from suitable
materials, will endure for a long time.

CHARLES W. DUDR0W.

' SASH ' DOORS

LUMBER

All Kinds of Building Material.

TRANSFER AND STORAGE
We Haul Everything that Is Movable.

'Ph.one 35.

SANTA FE and CERRILLOS, N. M

Follow the crowd to Claire Cafe.
"

a incorporate:

glass or two of water taken halt
an hour before breakfast will usually
Harsh
keep the bowels regular.
cathartics should be avoided. When a
purgative is needed, take Chamber
lain's Stomach and Liver Tablets
They are mild and gentle in their ac
tion. For sale by all druggists.
Insure Your Property in
A

H. B. Cartwright & Bro.,

WHOLESALE GROCERS

AMERICAN CENTRAL INS. CO., ST. LOUIS.

-

H. N. WILLCOX, Agent.
Telephone 71.

BETTER THAN A PLASTER.
A piece of flannel dampened with
Chamberlain's Pain Balm and bound
on the affected parts, is better than a
plaster for a lame back and for pains
in the side or chest. Pain Balm has
no superior as a liniment for the relief
of deep seated, muscular and rheuma
tic pains. ' For sale' by all' druggists.

Grain, Flour and Potatoes
Stationery,
Patent Medicines and Grocers' Sundries.
PROMPT ATTENTION GIVEN MAIL ORDERS.

a SANTA

FE, N. Al.i

JACK FROST IS HERE!!!
OUR PATRONS DO NOT MIND HIM. . .
THEY ARE SUPPLIED WITH OUR FIRST CLASS

CERRILLOS AND '$ MONERO COAL

This Opportunity
To obtain any of the valuable

free of charge
This is positively no hitch or
articles mentioned

scheme as hundreds are prof
iting by our offer.

Your choice of the articlos mentioned sod
over 2W other asefol hoasehold articles. .

W

Will

CAPITOL

OFFICE

Ai T.

Garfield Ave.

Why depend on the ''Burro Man" lor your
wood when you ean have it when you want it
Extra dry, and cut to fit your stove.
ReaKindling in any quantity Price
sonable RUSH ORDERS RUSHED!

YARD

COAL

:

ExDinner and Tea Sets,
tension Tables, Conches, Morris Chairs,

4

Si Pi

Telephone

Depot.

h

IS.

Side-board-

Rocking add Dining Boom Chairs,

Sil-

OUR OFFER is made so as to Introduce
Goods to You and Your Friends.

Our

verware, Watches, Clocks and other
jewelry, Mantel Ornaments, Albums,
Carpets, Curtains, Rugs, Talking Machines, Etc., Etc.,

Within the next 12 months in order to
introduce our goods and bring them before the public we are going to make
you the following proposition: In order to cover the expense of mailing,
you to send
printing; etc., etc;,'weweaskwill
mail you
10 cents in coin and
nur Richlv Illustrated Catalocue. and our
No 1 Copy of the Roman's Sin; the copy
of the book itself cost 10 cents without
thn Cutalocrue. which Is richlv illustrat
ed and valued at 15 cents. Now we are
willin? to mall vou both books and all
the details how to get tbe Premiums for
10 cents in coin. Do not delay as we
will only lsue a limited number of
Premiums on this our first offer in your
section.
Send at once for this offer, do not put
it off but write at once before it Is too
late Boys, Girls and Women look into

THE

CLAIRE HOTEL
GEORGE E. ELLIS. Proprietor.

The most conveniently located and only fire-p- f oof and steam-heate- d
Hotel in the city. Electric lights, baths and sanitary plumbing
Cafe and Buffet
throughout. Everything up to date. First-clas- s
for
Commercial
Men
Room
connedted. Fine Sample

AMERICAN OR EUROPEAN PLAN.

Postal Telegraph and Cable Co's Office in the Building
CORNER P&AZA AND SAN FRANCISCO STREET.
No

this,

Catch Gain. No Pigeon Stools. No Gift Enterprise.
All Goods Marked in Plain Figures.

LOUIE MANUFACTURING CO,
1033 Chestnut Street

Philadelphia. Pa.

106

DT

6as( Discount

A TIVT'C

Mineral Application No. 147.

United States Land Office,
New Mexico, October 26, 1903. $
Is
Notice
hereby given, That Edward L.
postofHoe address Is Santa Fe,
Bartlett, whose
New Mexico, in behalf of himself and his
has made application under the pro-

With Eacti Dollar's Porcfiase.

SAN FRANCISCO
DATA AD 3a
ST., SANTA FE. N. M.

Santa Fe,

visions of Chapter Six. Title Thirty-twUnited States Kevised Statutes, for a United
States Patent for the Galena Chief Lode Mill-i- n
in
Claim, Mineral Survey, No. 1173 situate of
County
the LosCerrillos
New
of
Mexico,
covering
Santa Fe, Territory
Seven Hundred and Fifty (750) feet of the
direcGalena Chief Lode in a northeasterly
No. 1 and Seven
tion from the Discovery Shaft In
southwesta
Hundred and nifty (750) feet
erly direction therefrom, and lying in sections 4 and f, T. 14 N. R. 8 E. . and more paras follows:
ticularly described
Beginning at Cor. No. t, identieal with S.
W. Cor. of amended location, a granite stone
28 by 7 by 7 inches, in a mound of stone
whence the corner of Seetious
marked
476, 8 and , T. 14 N., R. 8 E. bears S 85- s and 3Y
E. Six Hundred, Sixteen and oven-Tenthfeet distant and running thence North
.
i818.7)
and 42' W. Six Hundred (600) feet to Cor.
nite ratio but undeterminately. The No. 2; thence N.49" and 18' E. One Thousand
Five Hundred (1,500) feet to Cor. No. 3;
!
constituents of rocks sometimes occur and
thence S. 4u' and 42' E. Six Hundred (60) feet
in miscrocopic crystals, the same min- to Cor. No. 4, and thence S, 49' and 18' W. One
...
and Five Hundred (1.500) feet to
erals of which in another rock may Thousand
Cor. No. 1. the place of beginning, eontain-in- s,
OX'X'I Ut l.
mass..
of
form' the largest portion
the
Survey
exclusive of conflict with Mineral
the Pinon Lode, Twenty and603-lUU- 0
Bricks are two kinds, common or Nj. 570. acres.
(20.H)
- The notice of location of this elalm i j-recBte Saortaat and Omj Us KuotafOrw Ita Owm Tnek frota Xaasaa City m pressed building bricks and fire orded
and
in the office of the Probate Clerk New
bricks. The former are often red, from
Buffalo ; WWk AS Umium OMvaataaeaa.
Bt. Louis to Niagara FaJte
Recorder of Santa Fe County,
iron oxide contained in the clay. The Mexico, in Hook A. a. pare 406, Record of
amendlocations and Mining Deeds, andthe
light colored bricks contain little or ed
location is recorde l in said office in Hook
177.
Locations
Record of Mining
no iron. Fire bricks are made by mix No. 1. at page
Tim
of Santa Fe.
said County
ing the clay with previously burned ofThe
adj ining and conflicting claims are:
On the West the Cash Entry Lode, Survey
fire clay to prevent cracking or dryNo. 427, claimant unknown; the Troy l ode,
moulded
for
fur
are
bricks
Fire
mU.
ing.
via
o. 466, claimant unknown ; and on the North
allowed oa all UekeU
r
Niagara PaiU. Matte served la the
nace
segments to suit the the Pinon Lode, Survey No. SiO. L Bradford

DT. LOUIS

Cream

GROCER- S-

Ncuiu Gold Dust.
GENERA T, TTSES FOB GOLD DTJSTt

floors, washing elotheB and diBhes,
Scrubbing wood-woroilcloth, silverware and
cleaning
tinware, polishing brass work, cleansing bath
room, pi pes, etc., and making the finest soft soap.
GOLD DUST MAKES HARD WATER SOFT

PROVISIONS, ETC.

GROCERIES,

Gold Dust makes pots and pans shine like new.
It cuts grease and dirt and saves
tbe
labor in all cleaning. To be without

P. F. HANLEY

o.

Mining-District-

py-rit- e,

'

DEALER

Z2T

FineVines,LiquorsfCigars
for Family
laoorted aad Native
OUR

SyOALTIM

Use.

Wines

OM Ceow, McBiayer. Quckenhetme

Kjro,

, Ky., Whiakiaa.

SAN FQARCISCO STREET

.

Tmytm

SANTA FE, N.

fl.

e,

V7

aCpecrcf csnvcyfcj

tocrtistoall potato

d

i

a4

lo

and Service Unexcelled
Three Solid Fast Throagh Trains Dally

top-om-

"r

in,
fnrttar Infae Uon tnqolr of Coaooa size oflinings
claimant No other adjoining or
fcratad Wabash Palaee ptalag Cars.
the furnace. Where fire bricks Prince,
conflicting claims known
K t. EITCflCOaC Osral Afaat, Pmatair DiaariaHat,
or
addnaa
MANUEL R.OTERO.
cannot readily be obtained, a good sub
Agnu
"
ESifTS3t CCMMUM.
is
often First publication October S8, 1 3. Register.
stitute for furnace lining

nki

"

y

LIVERY

3

GLOSSOHS

STAELH
p.

:.t

Our Eqofprnesst end C&ock
are Unexcelled in tbe West, nd not Equalsd in Santa
80JT CAOAB A1

Fa
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of their parents Mr. .and Mrs. A. MJI
Bergere and will leave tomorrow evening for the Duke City.
Francisco Delgado, translator in the
Our Store
United States court of private land
Wants You
claims, has returned from Magdalena,
Sonora, Mexico, where he was on legal
business.
....Mr., and Mrs.' James H. Nicholson
entertained
number of friends at
whist and euchre at' their home on
Manhattan Avenue Tuesday evening.
Among those present were Mr. and
Mrs. Charles M. Stauffer, Mr. and Mrs.
George F. Goerner, Mr. and Mrs. C. D.
Wholesale and Retail
Eggleston, Mrs. Louise F. Jones, the
Miss Daisy Patterson, Miss Laura Davis, and J. Ashby Davis.
The Fifteen Club met yesterday afternoon with Mrs. Warner at the residence of Mrs. Harroun. A very interesting paper on the "French Revolution" was read by Mrs. Boyle. A read
ing from "A Take of Two Cities" by
THE CHRISTMAS SHOPPERS:
Mrs. Rivenburg followed. Mrs. Eliel,
We are displaying the largest line of Christmas Toys and Novelties that was
and Mrs. McDonald were guests of the
ever shown in Santa Fe. This is the season of the year when we have hundreds
club. The next meeting of the club
of patrons. We enjoy waiting on our customers and the fact is we have just the
will be held January 8, 1904, at the,
appreciate mostly in the way of Christmas
Mrs. R. J. Palen.
residence-,-f
things that men, women and children
Gifts. If you can't find anything to please you here, where in the world will you
"Pit" has invaded Santa Fe. Mrs.
find it. Come and see our great display and take advantage of Eastern prices.
A. . Morrison; Jr., entertained a party of friends at her residence on
Thursday night, the new game of "Pit"
was indulged in and hugely enjoyed
PERSONAL
AND
SOCIAL
by all the participants. During the
San Francisco St.
Telephone 26.
evening refreshments were served in
The Wallace Club was the guest Mrs. Morrison's
usual
hospitable
this afternoon of Miss Morrison.
style. The game is an imitation of
Huro Seaberg, Esq., a Springer at the struggles of the bulls and bears in
GROCERS
torney, visited Albuquerque during the ,the board of trade and will undoubtedweek on legal business.
Booth's Baltimore Oysters
ly become very popular, it is so full of
and excitement.
fun
Los
of
Luna
Mrs.
Solomon
Lunas,
Bacon
Breakfast
Poultry, Swift's Hams,
on a visit to her
in
is
Mrs.
Albuquerque
J, W. Raynolds this afternoon
Beef.
and Dried
who reside there.
at her residence in the old
entertained
parents
Dates
and
Fresh
Nuts,
Figs.
BOSS PATENT FLOUR
The
A. Staab is a visitor in Denver and Palace at a delightful luncheon.
is exoected to return to Santa Fe decorations were red and green and
A
Coffee.
Fine
of
Be
and
Iine
Still the Best. Try It
were very tastefully arranged. Garabout the middle of the week.
4
ijt
Convinced. $1.25 for 50 lbs.
lands
and wreaths of smilax were disof
Powers
Miss Josephine
Chicago,
Italian Macaroni.
posed. ab(out the pretty dining room
a
at
is
recent
the
arrival
Sanitarium,
i&
CURYSTAL PATENT
where she will be a guest for the win- and produced a very pleasing effect.
We
Those present were: Mrs. Edward
New York State Buckwheat
ter.
The Next Best. 50 lbs. $1.15.
Manuel Otero of Albuquerque, - Miss
Flour.
.inis
Miss Crace Kennedy
seriously
Webbe, New York, Miss Palen, Miss
disposed and is confined to her room Staab," Miss Morrison, Miss Anna DaCORN MEAI,,
on
residence
Johnson
at
the
Hinkley
GRAHAM FlyOUR
Honey! Maple Syrup.
vis, Miss" Nina Otero, Miss Bright and
We
Street.
Miss Atkinson.
W. M. Woody, president of the
CLAUS
SANTA
The
Night Dancing Club met
Glenwoody Mining Company, is trans- in fostFriday
Hall
last
Among
evening.
acting business in the city. He is a those
present were Mr. and Mrs. W. A.
guest at the Claire.
TELEPHONE 36.
P. O, BOX 434.
Bell, Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Goebel, Mes- Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Banks and their dames David
5
Knapp, C. West, Heiner,
sons, Mac and KoDert uanKs, are tour a. L. Morrison, J. B. Davis, Hall, the
I have just opened a
ists from Caledonia, New York. They Misses
Heiner, Genevieve Morrison,
are guests at the Palace.
Anna Boles, Mary Marsh, Daisy Pat
Colonel W. S.' Hopewell, general terson, Edith St. Vrain, Teresa Gilder-sleevmanager of the Pennsylvania Develop
Myrtle Boyle; Drs. J. L. Nor- ment Company, has returned from a ris, J. C. Thurman, C. A. Wheel(bn,
business trip to Chicago.
and Messrs. J. Ashby Davis, E. W.
In the Catron Block.
are showing the choicest, most up-to-dGeneral Manager W. D. Lee of the Whitlock, Carlos Creamer, Frank New- Santa Fe Central, who has been in hall,. Hacry R. Mitchner, R. Riven-berg- ,
line of
Denver for the past week, was at his
Jay Turley, Veer Boyle and
Small Profits !
Prices Right !
Quick Sales !
William Penn Clarke.
desk again this morning.
A double, wedding took place at the
Robert C. Gortner, Esq., left this
morning over the Santa Fe for his parish church at Las Animas, San
Call and see
To be found in the
home in Goshen, Indiana. He will be Migiiel County Thursday
morning,
before
stock
Miss Margaret Frank, daughter of Mr.
buying elsewhere.
absent a week or ten days.
Mrs.
was
and
William
married
Frank
will
It
Miss Cora Iioble of. Cole Grove,
pay you. No trouble to
Pennsylvania, arrived at the Sanitar to Miguel A. Baca and Miss Merceshow you
goods.
ium during the past week. She will des D. Baca to Peter W. Frank, a son
Mr.
of
Mrs.
and
William
The
Frank.
spend the winter in the Capital City.
Very Rev. Antonio Fourchegu, vicar
Miss Webbe of New York City,
niece of Major and Mrs. It. J. Palert, general in this city performed the
has arrived here and will be a guest ceremony assisted by Fathers Olier
230 SAN
at the Palen residence for some time. and Ribera. The double wedding was
very handsomely arranged and many
FRANCISCO
ST
Judge Lafayette Emmett the terri relatives and friends of the contract
torial librarian will be a guest at the
ing parties attended, both at the
Sanitarium for the next month, dur church
and at the festivities which folne nisiory or
JUST RECEIVED A car of assorting the absence of Governor and Mrs lowed. Tn the morning before these
Wines. Try a bottle or THE EQUITABLE UFE ASSURCalifornia
ed
Otero from the city.
marriages took place, the ninth son gallon of White Port. It's something
ANCE SOCIETY
J Dr. G. W. Harrison of Albuquerque
and eleventh child of Mr. and Mrs.
WEINBERGER.
Shows that all necessary and practical
president of the Territorial Board of William Frank was baptized by Father new, at J.
reforms in Life Assurance during the
Health, had' apartments at the Sani Ribera, the name given him being
Insure Your Property In
his sojourn in the city Reyes Eduardo Frank. Many hand
tarium
past quarter of a century have originduring
will
see
I
to it that
I want your business.
ORIENT INSURANCE CO., HARTFORD.
ated with the Society. For example:
the early part of the week.
some and valuable wedding gifts were
THE EQUITABLE WAS THE FIRST
H. N. WILLCOX, Agent.
Max. Pracht, a special agent of the received by the newly married couples.
you are satisfied with us.
SOCIETY TO SIMPLIFY AND
Telephone 71.
general land office who was stationed They left yesterday for a wedding trip
LIBERALIZE THE POLICY
in this city for several years is now through the' Republic of Mexico. All
"CAUGHTVvTrH A HOOK."
CONTRACT.
on duty iri southwestern Colorado the .contracting parties are members
The finest mess of fish that ever To
give choice of various methods of
of favorably known and highly re swam the water, such as Mountain
with headquarters at Durango.
Mrs. Frances Seligman expects to spected families of San Miguel County. Trout, Spanish Mackerel, Black Bass, 4 settlements. ,
rrATT-nT- r
To render its policies, old and new,
Salmon,
leave for Philadelphia about the lat
..'.Bullheads,
Silver Herring,
undisputable after three years.
to
the Bon
ter part of the month. Mrs. Seligman
The Bergere Reception.
and other beauties. Go
To reduce the term to two years.
LaBt Wednesday evening Mr, and Ton and take a good look at them.
will spend several months with rela
To further reduce It to one year.
Mrs. Alfred M. Bergere gave a very Do it now.
tives in the city of Brotherly Love.
To issue deferred dividend policies.
Dr. A. R. Solenberg
of Colorado elegant reception and dance to their
To give the assured the right to draw
,
Mr. and Mrs.
Springs, is being entertained at the son and daughter-in-lawas a surrender value at the end of a
JEEL.
Sanitarium during his stay in the Edward Manuel Otero at Post Hall.
term of years, the entire reserve,
The
an
a
lasted
and
hour
reception
Is
New
Mexico
in
Capital City. He
w.th the surplus, In cash.
together
and
half
then dancing commenced
making a study of Its health resorts.
To
its
pay
policy holders immediately
Governor and Mrs. Otero and son, and continued until midnight when
upon the death of the assured.
to
the
home
the
of
guests
DEALER IN
Miguel, will arrive In Washington Mr. and Mrs.repaired for
Therefore, insure in
refreshments
Bergere
China
Hand
Painted
and
Monday.
They will have apartments and dancing was
Clocks,
Jewelry
Watches,
continued
cWiss
until
late
cTWiigler
at the New Willard Hotel and will In
the night.
visit New York City during the holiRepairing of fine watches and Jewelry work a specialty.
The Post Hall by its appearance
It Is the
FILIGREE at WHOLESALE and RETAIL days.
had been transformed from a plain Received another lot of children's
"GOVERNMENT BONDS"
I1YAJ0 BUGS and INDIAN GOODS
Dr. Carjoll of Jacksonville, Illinois, room to a gorgeously decorated apartof Life Assurance
and misses' caps, college caps,
who is at the head of the insane asy- ment, and those who assisted In
247 San Francisco St.
untrimtned
of
hats
MRS. L A. HARVEY, AGENT.
etc. My line
lum at that place, was a guest at the making the transformation are certain- reduced in price. Also still have 102 Chapelle Street Santa Fe, N. Ml
Sanitarium this week, accompanying
on
(Continued
Page 5.)
some ready trimmed hats, velvet,
Dr. D. B. Black of Las Vegas to the
Insure Your Property In
plush silks way down in price.
Capital City.

Santa Claus

BROS. CO.

SELIGIW

.offer.

at

Salmon &
Abottsleman,

J!!? GREAT

A TREE

it mi 1 n?

DRY GOODS
TO

r

S. Kaune

fc

cV

News

for

Christmas Shoppers

TOYS - FANCY

600DS

-

DOLLS

are displaying the best assortment of
Holiday Goods and Toys ever brought to this
city. Call and be convinced. Prices to suit
cordially invite everybody to
everyone.
at our store, and guar
meet
antee courteous and prompt treatment to all.

,

J

Mm Xmas.

NEW : CASH : STORE

Xmas.

We

ate

cChr istmas

CARPETS AND RUGS
A new line of winter patterns of
Carpets and Rugs. I can give you
extraordinary values in these lines.
LADIES' WAISTS AND SKIRTS
A complete assortment that will

Goods

city.

our

our

Xmas.

Xmas.

FISCHER DRUG COMPANY
1

.

PLEASE ALL

i

CALL AND EXAMINE OUR STOCK.

tntttvt

C. "YOZLSTTZ manufacturer op....,
MEXICAN FILIGREE JEWELRY

MILLINERY

THE EQUITABLE

&

.

W. A. fflcKENZIE

THE GREAT

I

hL

n

I

pro ;
""Vmiiiiiwh

ffijf

!IUJHTIC
NTS.

g
1

7

CO.

squint.

.Tessas'

WE SELL THE

MAJESTIC

j&s

AM;

KWtSTB

WE, CO.

siaraa.

II

.
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I
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I

THE GREAT MAJESTIC
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Dr. D. B. Black of Las Vegas, secretary of the Territorial Board ,of
Health, was a guest at the Sanitarium
the early part of the present week,
during the two days' session of the
board.

It is much to be able to get Parlors, Southeast Corner of Plaza
SANTA FE, N. M. '
Schilling's Best at your gro
i

far, and comes back if you

r

Snss

,

POD

HEATERS.

:Ficr:MDBT3ra-

Telephone 71..

cer's; your money goes twice

Company F. First Regiment Infantry, National Guard of New tfexlco, want it.
.'
"ladies'
has Issued Invitations
Perfeciiofi
night" which will be held at the armDancing will
ory Monday evening.
constitute a part of the program for
Kansas City meats at Claire Cafe.
Oil Heater
the evening.
tnsure Your Property In
M. G. Reynolds, Esq.,! of St. Louis,
For Office, Tent, Bath attorney
NEW YORK UNDERWRITERS AGENCY.
for the United States with
the court of private land claims arH. N. WILLCOX, Agent.
Room and Bed Room. rived
last evening from Magdalena,
Telephone 71.
Sonora, Mexico, where he attended to
Mexican calientes served only at
legal business for a big mining enterComplete Line of
prise. Mr. Reynolds will remain here the Bon Ton.
until the opening of the next session
' Insure Your
Property in
of the land court.
AND
SPRINOFIELD FIRE & MARINE INS. CO.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Manuel Otero
H. N. WILLCOX, Agent.
who expected to leave for their Al
Telephone 71.
did not do
buquerque home . Thursday,
. . - a n a.
.
.
mi
noiico
inai
si), having received
Eat your Christmas dinner at the
Otero's sister who was hi was steadily
- improving. They are still the guests Claire Cafe.

COAL

FIRE ASSOCIATION OP PHILADELPHIA.
H. N WILLCOX, Agent.

,

THE : OLD

:

CURIO : STORE

J. S. CANDELARIO. Prop.
and 303 San Francisco Street.

301

i
T
L

RAFFIA. REEDS, BEADS
FOR INDIAN BASKETRY
Wholesale ami Retail Dealers la

A Mexican and Indian Curios

P. 0 BOX 340

The best place to buy Navajo Blankets, Indian and
Mexican Pottery, Relics from the Cliff Dwellings,
Indian Baskets, In fact all sorts of Curios of Indian
Md Masicao make can be found at Our Store
:

:

SANTA FE, N. M.
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J. P. VICTORY

SOCIAL ANDPERSONAL

Attorney at Law and

(Continued from Page Four.)
ly deserving of a great deal of credit,
not only for the taste exhibited in selecting the colors but also in the arranging of them. The wails were hidden from view by Navaho blanlcets of
every color and hue and the platform
covered with the same, a large American flag being the background. Delicious punch was served during the
reception and dance. Professor Jones
of the Capital City Band furnished the
music, being ably assisted by A. I..
were twelve
Morrison, Jr. There
numbers on the order of dancing besides many extras. At 12 o'clock the
guests were invited to partake of a
choice collation at the residence of
Mr. and Mrs. Bergere. The house was
lighted by hundreds of candles making the effect much more beautiful
than with electric light, each room being in a different color. The decorations in the drawing room were red
and yellow, the floral decorations being enormous clusters of yellow chrysanthemums. '.The library and reception room were, in the same colors
and the dining room in red and white,
the flowers being white chrysanthemums. The sombre lights of the
many candles and the exquisite service of cut glass and silverware
amidst the flowers and decorations
and the elegant costumes of the ladies made a scene not easily to be forgotten by the many friends of the happy young couple. Seldom has it been
that so many handsome and beauti
fully gowned women, together with
their husbands and friends, have met
to receive a bride and groom, but seldom has it been that so sweet and
fair a bride as Mrs. Edward Manuel
Otero, who looked a picture of loveli
ness in her wedding dress of crepe de
chene elaborately trimmed with rare
old duchesse lace, was the recipient of
such social courtesy. The receiving
party consisted of Mr. and Mrs. Edward Manuel Otero, Mr. and Mrs. Alfred M. Bergere, Governor and Mrs.
Otero, Miss Nina Otero, Mrs. Bergere
being assisted by. Mesdames J. W.
Raynolds, R. J. Palen, Frost, James L.
Seligman and Amado Chaves. There
were present besides the bride and
groom, Governor and Mrs. Otero, Secretary and Mrs. J. W. Raynolds,
Messrs. and Mesdames. Palen, Amado
Chavez, George W. Knaebel, Bursum,
Wihiam E. Martin, N. B. Laughlin,
Frank S. Davis, George A. Fleming, A.
C. Ireland, Doctor and Mrs. Lord,
Doctor and Mrs. Diaz, George W.
Mesdames Frost, James L.. Seligman and Fiske; the Misses Nina
Otero, Webbe of New York City, Palen, Olsen, Phelp, Heloise Dibert,
Staab, Wrightsman, Marsh; Atkinson,
Boyle and Doyle; Messrs. J. H.
aughn, Sargent, Manuel B. Otero, E.
B. Field, C. H. Dow, L. A. Hughes,
Massie,. Norris, Wrightsman, E. L.
Crichlow, Arthur Staab, Veer Boyle,
C. C. Catron, W. P. Clarke, Sloan.

apt

Bea 1 Estate
m

PmncUco Street. Santa Fe, N. M.

Can

REAL ESTATE LOANS.
Money to loan upon real estate secur
ty on easy terras.
HOMES.
t havB a nice cottaere (double) six
rooms on one side, 4 on the other;
nwner occupies 4 rooms and the rest
rent for $25 a month; good neighbor
hood: amDle space to erect other bun
street: stables and
other outbuildings; the price asked Is
very low.
Can sell at a bargain cozy homes on
Manhattan avenue, one a new stone
house with all modern Improvements;
house, 7
the other an adobe-bricrooms; fruit and vegetable garden;
city water, hydrant and tank; 70 choice
fruit trees; currant and raspberry
bushes; lot 80 by. 265. feet. The stone'
house will be rented.
ORCHARDS.
I also have a fruit ranch in a high
etate of cultivation, in the suburbs,
with a building site overlooking the
entire city of Santa Fe. On it there Is
an artificial reservoir, the only one of
Its kind in the city, 12 feet or more in
depth, holding over 125,000 gallons of
from
water, constantly replenished,
which' the whole place can be irrigated
which
daily during the summer, and
could be stocked with fish. The land
contains many hundreds of young trees
of the finest and most valuable varieties of apples, peaches, pears, plums,
the
apricots, cherries and other fruits,
a
bear;
which
of
already
greater part
of
thousands
young bearing vineyard,
bushes of currants- - and other small
fruits; ' extensive beds of asparagus,
To
rhubarb, and other fine vegetables.much
for
and
terms,
on
easy
be sold
of
less than it cost, owing to ill health
the owner.
CHURCHES.
ConI am authorized to dispose of the
side,
south
the
on
gregational Church,"
Union
contemplated
the
to
convenient
two lots, and will
Depot. It stands upon
or
buildinp will be
the
be sold cheap,
to
responsible
leased
and
repaired
k

'

Fifty Years the Standard

.

Benzoin and Witch Hazel Cream
Makes a Soft

Smooth White Skin
Twenty-Fiv-

Cents a Bottle.

e

Sold on a Positive Guarantee

JEWELRY!

DIAMONDS

mm

k FULL LINK OF- -

Kanafaetuvr f

CLOCKS,
SILVERWARE, ETC.
WATCHES,

ALL KXH9S OW DESIGNS Df
Filigree Fob Chains,

Improvos iho flavor and adds fo
Iho hoalihfulnoss of the food.

'

price baking powder co.. chicaco.

Filigree Neck Chains,
Filigree Souvenir Spoons,
Filigree Brooch Pins.
Filigree Bracelets,
Filigree Card Cases,

South Side Plaza - Santa Fe

Butchers, Bakers, Grocers
F. S. DAVIS, President

j

S. G. CARtWRIGHT,

CART WRIGHT-D-

A

Sec'y and Treas.

DAVID S. LOWITZKI.

VIS CO. General

250 San Francisco Street.
Grocery Telephone No. 4. Meat Market Telephone No. 49.

Household ; Goods

:

No.

LARGE ASSORTMENT:
CIGARS AND CIGARETTES.
HOLIDAY GIFTS. ,
FANCY ROCKERS,
We have a good line of well known
Nothing is better liked or easier to
select than a pieces of China, Cut brands of cigars for Christmas gifts.
PICTURES and
Glass or Pottery. We have a very Box 25 Cremos
$1.00
2.00
handsome line of China, in Salads, Box 25 Belle Creoles
PICTURE RRAMES,
2.00
Olives, Cups and Saucers, Vases, Fern Box 25 Arthurs
J&
J&
Dishes, etc. Our line of souvenir Box 50 Judge Taft, Fontellas, Jas.
MOULDINGS.
LARGE ASSORTMENT OF
nice.
China this year is especially
G. Blaine, Lillian Russell, Porto
BIGGEST LINE OF
in
handsome
The decorations are very
2.00
Rico, Crerno, Franklin..
blue and gold, the pictures are of the Box 25 Drj',Climate. .
2.00
IRON BEDSTEADS
Old House, San Miguel Church and Box 10 Deity Cigarettes
25
the Capitol building. The price is very Box 10 Moguls
EVER BROUGHT TO THE CITY.
JUST RECEIVED
15
reasonable, only 25c for handsome Box 10, .Princes Lillian . . ..
.25
vases, trays, olives, cups and saucers, Box 10, Trophies
10
Give me a call. It will give me pleasure to snow you my line of goods
etc. Sent by mail prepaid for '35c.
smokand
Handsome'
fancy
Pipes,
whether you buy or not. My prices are right and goods right.
' TREE' ORNAMENTS.
ing tobacco.s,: Almost any brand of toWe have already opened up our tree bacco you .can ask for.
ornaments. Animal bon bon boxes,
MEADOW GOLD.
candle holders and things of that sort.
The just the same or just as good
selecto
well
would
be
make
It
your
fail to satisfy as does
tions now to be sure of getting what kinds of butter
Meadow Gold. See that you get it.
want.
you
j
HIGH GRADE COFFEE.
TURKEYS.
There
may be other brands of cofnow.
Christmas
Order
your
turkey
TOPICS
MINOR CITY
We will be able to get turkeys for all fee that give as good results in the
St.
3 OS an.a. SOS Staa. OTraxi-clswho place their orders at once. We cup as SEAL BRAND. If so we have
alis
seen
Brand
Seal
never
them.
fill
to
never
failed
orders.
have
yet
Short orders a specialty, at Claire.
ways good, always the same, always
We have just received a car load oft
OUR BAKERY.
Pablo Ortiz of Las Vegas, is a Cap,
We have just completed and moved fresh.
ital business visitor.
FINE CANDIES.
into the best bake shop ever built in
TUBULAR HOT DRAUGHT
Manuel Silva of Cerrillos, is attend- Santa Fe. It is light, cool and airy.
We are headquarters for medium
ing to business affairs in Santa Fe.
The oven is large, well built, and in and fine grade candies at reasonable
'
HEATING STATES
Louis Benjamin, a knight of the grip every way satisfactory. We are now prices:
s
from Albuquerque, is calling on the better equipped than ever before to 1 pound boxes
..... .25
THE BEST STOVE ON EARTB
... .15
local merchants.
furnish our customers with clean, sanpound boxes
1
.
.
.
.
.35
Chocolates.
boxes
cakes
well
and
baked
and
bread,
to
pound
do cooking
itary,
Wanted, girl
.20
xk pound boxes. Chocolates. . ...
house work for family of two. Apply pastry.
UNDERTAKING AND EMBALMING.
We Carry Everything in Household Furnishing
New Mexican office.
Our 6oods ire Marked in Plain Figures.
Embalmer
Licensed
and
Charles
Wagner,
J. M. Horn of Moriarty came in over
One
Mortltlan.
Price, and One Only.
.
on
to
"The
Progressive
the Santa Fe Central yesterday,
light of all boys who have received A, Morrison will read a paper
transact business in the Capital City. them in the past, and to the first lit Monroe Doctrine" with special referVocal
A regular meeting of the Woman's tle girl solving the rebus a beautiful ence to the Panama situation.
GOODS SOLD ON EASY PAYMENTS.
be'
Mrs.'
music
Alan
will
chain
filled
neck
rendered
and
attractive
by
gold
at
the
held
be
Board of Trade will
Blanch-ard- .
exand
Nellie
McCord
Miss
R,
is
charm.
with
being
Paracamph
library rooms a 2:30 o'clock Monday
Furniture, Queensware, Cutlery and Tinware, Stoves and
,
tensively advertised in Santa Fe.
afternoon.
)
at
our
afternoons
ladies'
Monday
Santa Claus wants you at
store,
day
The annual meeting of the stock
Ranges, Fancy Haviland China of Every Description.
of Andrews bowling alleys. Games free.
holders of the First National Bank of is the proclamation in the change
Santa Fe, will be held at the bank, advertisement of Salmon & Abousle-man- , Fridays, ladies' bargain day games EVERYTHING GUARANTEED TO GIVE PERFECT SATISFACTICI OR MONET WILL BE REFUND
in today's Issue. A fine line of half price:
January 12, at 3 p. m. ... I
Contractor W. O. Carlson has comA Christmas snap is exploited in the Christmas neckwear, Christmas toys
at
be
found
to
is
this
novelties
and
menced
work on the construction of
Us.
No Risk
&
Roempke,
advertisement of Nobbe
establishment.
the vitrified brick sidewalk in front of
gold and silver smiths, Galveston,
Maggie Metz, the four year old j the Cienega property on Washington TELEPHONE: Store, 10.
Texas, in today's issue.
SecouManfl Goods Boogm am Sou.
Metz, of South Avenue. When this shall be complet- Night call at residence, No. 1,
The Denver & Rio Grande train was daughter of William
bron- ed there will be a' brick sidewalk on
of
died
last
Street,
College
night
and
four hours late last evening
be that street all the Wa' to the Palace
train No. 1 on the Santa Fe from the chitis. The funeral services will
Cathe- Hotel which will prove of benefit to
tomorrow
the
held
at
morning
late.
hours
five
was
east
pver
dral. Interment in Rosario Cemetery. the town and to guests at the Palace.
S. Spitz, the jeweler, will keep his
W. H. Fritchmah, manager of the
Dudrow & Montenie are the funeral
DO
store open evenings for the holiday directors.
Fe Water and Light Company,
Santa
season beginning Tuesday evening,
Franon
consumers
San
notifies
water
The Jocal weather bureau predicts
December-5, to continue until after
If So Try the New Cuisine at the
generally fair weather tonight and cisco Street, College Street, Lincoln
Christmas.
Avenue
and
Palace
Avenue,
with colder weather tonight
adjacent
The Territorial Penitentiary Com- Sunday,
in north portion and in south portion streets that the setting of three new
mission will meet at the penitentiary
Sunday. The maximum temperature fire hydrants around the plaza necessiMonday next. Bids for supplies for
at 3:20 p. m. tates the shutting off of the water supwas 44
yesterday
the coming six months will be opened and the minimum degrees
All the Delicacies of the Season.
25 degrees at 4 a. ply tomorrow. Consumers will be govShort Orders a Specialty.
thea and there.
m. The temperature at 6 o'clock this erned accordingly.
Christmas suggestions are featured morning was 21 degrees. '
J. T. Dresser, lineman for the Postal
)K J. W. HUBBS, Manager
extensively In the change of adverReed of Rocky Ford, Colo- Telegraph Company, while going over
Benjamin
tisement of .W. H. Goebel, the hard- rado, purchased 8,000 head of wethers the Santa Fe tracks near Las Vegas
ware dealer in his change of advertise- and lambs from Charles I If eld at Las this morning on a railroad velocipede,
ment in today's Issue.
Vegan this week and shipped them was struck by the Santa Fe flyer and
Evening service will be resumed to- Thursday to Colorado where they will sustained a compound fracture of the
morrow at the First Presbyterian be fed for mutton. Mr. Reed had right leg and other injuries. He was
Church. The pastor, the Rev. W. personal charge of the shipment. The taken to the Las Vegas Hospital. DresHayes Moore, will preach on "Avarice" prices paid are said to have been ser has many friends, in Santa Fe,
the fourth sermon in a series on "Ugly very satisfactory to the seller.
having been located here and at CerThe next regular meeting of the rillos before going to Las Vegas.
Things. '
A rebus is being distributed to the Fortnightly Club will be held Monday
Quail, ducks, prairie chicks .at the
rising generation today. ; from the evening. In the Presbyterian, Church.
Fischer Drug Company's store ad- The meeting will be public and a gen- Bon Ton.
CCCLC5ALC
vertising the popular household reme- eral invitation is extended to the
The first boy under residents of Santa Fe to attend. Judge
Insure Your Property in
dy paracamph.
an
fifteen years of age presenting the J. R. McFie will read a paper on "The
LONDON & LANCASHIRE FIRE INS. CO.
F.
H.
Mrs.
Balkan
Stephthe
Question,"
proper solution will receive
DETAIL
H. N. WILLCOX, Agent.
"Paracamph" knife, which is the de-- ens will give a reading, and Judge A.
71.

HOLIDAY
GOODS

Ar-mij-

THERE ARE OTHERS.
Several small houses, some stone,
some brick, others frame, upon my
to show
books, which I would be glad
an intended purchaser. They are
situated, and will be sold
cheap.
To those wishing to catch he cream
of Plaza real estate I can offer blocks
at figures that will double themselves
'
in less than three years.
SAN FRANCISCO STREET.
I have several business blocks for
sale on this great mart of trade, some
of them producing more than eighz
asked.
per cent, net,, on purchase price
IMPORTANT TO LIVERYMEN.

can sell you the finest and best
Terriequipped livery stable in the
real
value;
its
of
at
tory
Includes fee of land and commodious
brick barn, together with the good will
of a flourishing business, 30 horses,
buss, hacks, picnic wagon, buggies,
and all the other vehicles that go to
livery barn, and
make up an
all practically new. Good excuse for
city.
Bale. In a live and growing
Write for particulars.
I

s

OTHER BUSINESS CHANCES.
have several other commercial and
business propositions to submit those delife and td
siring to enter mercautlle
mow up with the new era of prosperity
now coming in with the Santa Fe Central Railway.
OUTSIDE PROPERTY.
At El Cuervo, 10 miles from the Rock
Isiand road, I can sell you about 640
excellent
grazing
acres; patented;
land.
Convenient to Las Vegas, I have for
ale several large tracts of desirable
at
land which I am permitted to sell
contains
tract
One
low
figure.
very
bout 3,500 acres, and is located about
miles southwest of
three and one-ha- lf
Las Vegas; nearly all of It Is under
water for
fence; good grazing and
tract of
stock; some timber. Another
Las
from
Vegas;
7
miles
850 acres,
timber and grazing, with an excellent
stream of water passing over It. Still
another tract of 350 acres of farming,
and timber land, 8 miles west
1

grazing

....

,

PLAZA PROPERTY.

two-third-

TOYS! TOYS! TOYS!

water

of Las Vegas, with running
(
upon it.
COAL AND TIMBER LANDS.
I can sell you large tracts, of land
or the producBuitable for mining coal
' ;
tion of timber.
CATTLE AND SHEEP RANGES.
and
In all parts of the Territory,
in
Wyoming.'
One
ROOMS: FURNISHED OR UNFUR,

NISHED..
Furnished or unfurnished' fooms in
Single, 'or en
all parts of the city.
suite for light housekeeping. ' Some of
them within five minutes walk: of
Plaza.
I will take rleasure in showing
buill-In- g
prospective investors desirable
of
the
iites in the neighborhood
the
the
in
vicinity
pt
and,
Capitol,
Presbyteriaii church, and other localities of the city which in a few years
will be worth double the present asking pric.

jtjtjjtjjjtj

j

WE LEAD THEM ALL!

J

TOE CHARLES

WHBIB

FOWIITUBE CD.
c

Bon-Bon-

Bon-Bons..- ..

to do Business With

YOU

EAT?.

--

LAD

Q

LEI GEM
iFLoun,

Telephone

ALWAYS REMEMBER THE FULL

N

axative Uromo Quinine
Cures aCoMinOnDay,Ci4p1a 2 Pays

Oysters any style at Claire Cafe.

AME.
box. 25c

Venison and grouse can be .found
only at the Bon Ton.

C2ALEQ

0 0 0

w,

SiiLTaed SEEDS
Only Exclusive Grain House In City

Santa Fe New Mexican, Saturday, December J 2, J 903.
BROUGHT TO LIGHT.

How Much
it as much as you

Receiving the Ful
Benefit,
There have been many cases like
the following in Santa Fe. Everyone
relates the experience of people we
know. These plain, straightforward
statements will do much toward relieving the suffering of thousands. Such
testimony wih be read with interest
by many people.
Ruperto Martinez of Griffin st., says:
"I knew that a pretty sure indication of
kidney complaint is an aching back, but
in my case there was added to that annoyance trouble with the kidney secretions. At first the pain across the loins
was the only evidence, but latterly the
condition and action of the kidney secretions plainly told me that I must do
something for my kidneys or aggravated trouble would follow. I went to Ireland's drug store for Doan's
Kidney
Pills, took a course of the treatment
and the complication stopped. To show
my faith in Doan's Kidney Pills, let me
tell you that while working at "Watrous
getting out stone for the railroad an
acqaintance of mine was compelled to
of
his
stop and go home on account
back. I advised him to use Doan's Kidney Pills. He acted on my advice and
in a couple of days after commencing
their use he returned to work."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 cts.
Foster-MilbuCo., Buffalo. N. T.,
sole agents for the United States,
take no other.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.

you lay by each year
would like to save? Do you invest it in such
securities as you would be willing to have
stand between your family and want ? Would
a conservative banker say that all your investments are safe ? At what rate can you buy, on
annual installments, 5 Percent 20 year Gold
Bondsyours if you live, your family's if
you die?
Do

MUTUAL
LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY OF

NEW YORK

OLDEST
IN

DARKEST
IN THK

WORU)

jVcCTTX:R,X32 E'resid.exvt.

DARBY A. DAY,

PAUL WIJNSCHMANN & CO., District Agents, Santa Fe, N. M.

r

SNAP
A CHRISTMAS
tic. Overlaid with
for W1.2E.

One of the Many Bargains in Our New Catalogue for 1S04. conand Silverf Jewelry.
taining over 5,000 illustrations'
ware suitable for Xmas and Wedding Pretents. Free to any
address upon request.
Cut-Gla- ss

NOBBE & ROEMPKE

Gold and Silversmiths, Galveston. Tex.
1857.
St re in the Southwest.

Hdest Jewelry
Our Mail Order servioe offers you the sau e advantage as a
personal visit to our establishment.
Established

METROPOLITAN INS. CO., NEW YORK.

H. N. WILLCOX, Agent.
Telephone 71.

'

Am

Says, " I have lived almost exclusively for months on

WHEAT FLACIE CELERV

COUGHING SPELL CAUSED DEATH.
"Harry Duckwell aged 25 years,
choked to death early yesterday morning at his home, in the presence of his
wife and child. He contracted a slight
cold a few days ago and paid but lit-ti- e
attention to it. Yesterday morning he was seized witfh a fit of coughing which continued for some time.
His wife sent for a physician but before he could arrive, another coughing
spell came on and Duckwell died from
suffocation." St. Louis
Dec. 1, 1901.
Ballard's Hore-hounSyrup would have saved him.
25c, 50c, and $1.00. Fischer Drug Co

LEONARD WOOD COUNTY.
Says the Santa Rosa Sun: "The
Leonard Wood County bonds have not
been sold as yet and the problem of
the new court house and jail is still
"
unsolved.
The railroad yards at Santa Rosa
will be extended to accommodate the
growing traffic of the Rock Island
Railway; A steam shovel has been ordered to Santa Rosa to help in the
grading work.

RIO ARRIBA COUNTY.
In a race near Ojo Caliente last
week, a horse of Fred Ortiz won an
easy victory over a Vallecitos favorite.
The toll rate on the Arroyo Hondo
and Tres Piedras Roads has been re
duced from $1 to 50 cents for teams
for the round trip.
Norman Grant, the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Felix Grant of Tres Piedras, celebrated his birthday anniversary by entertaining 25 of his schoolmates.
A few evenings ago as J. H. Driscoll
and Smith Moyers were on their way
from their rooming house at Tres
Piedras to the hotel, they ran upon a
Moyers hurlarge cinnamon bear.
ried back to the rooming house, got
his rifle and shot the bear, without
killing him. The bear made a fierce
dive at Driscoll but at the same moment Moyers shot again, killing the
beast. The bear was the largest that
has been killed in that section for
many years.

'J
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nutritious

Easy of Digostion and Docdy to Eat
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Masonic.

UNION CENTRAL LIFE INS. CO., CINCINNATI

Lowest Rates Biggest Returns.
H. N. WILLCOX, Agent.
Telephone 71.
Thick and jiiick steaks. Claire Cafe
Notice for Publication.
(Homestead Entry No.
DEl'ABTMKNT

,

5,109)

OF THE lSTEHIOll,

MONTEZUMA LODGH
No. 1, A., F. and A. M,
Regular communication first Monday In
each month at Masonie
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
C. F. EASLEY, W. M.
F. P. CRICHTON, Secretary.

Land Office at Santa Fe. N. M., Dec. 7, 1903
Notice Is hereby given that the following
SANTA FE CHAPTER,
named settler has filed notice of his Intention
No. 1, R. A. M. Regular
to make final Droof in suoDort of his elaim.
and that said proof will be made before the
convocation second Monregister or receiver at Santa Fe, N. M.. on
day in each month at MaJanuary 18. 19114. viz: Antonio Chavez v San
doval. guurdinn of the minor children of
sonic Hall at: 7: 30 p. m.
1
1
Kicardo Chavez, for the sw!i of neVt. se!a
MARCUS ELDODT. H P.
of nw'4 and lots 2 and 3, section 5. township
10 north, ranee 12east. He name the follow
ARTHUR
SELIGMAN,
Secretary.
Ing witnesses to prove his continuous resi
deuce imon and miltlvatlon of said land, viz
Donaciano Angel, Luis angel, Mar pari to
SANTA FE COMMANDERY
Chavez, Hernardo Chavez, all ot uallsteo,
No- - !. K. T.
N, M.
Regular con-March, R. Otbbo. Register.
in each
fourth

J.y

Monday
ev ""'" month at Masonic Hall at
F. S. DAVIS, E. C.
This is the season of the year whqn 7:30 p. m.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
the prudent and careful housewife re
plenishes her supply of Chamberlain1!
I. O. O. F.
Cough Remedy. It is certain to be
needed before the winter is over, and
results are much more prompt and sat SANTA FE LODGE NO. 2, I. O. O. V.
isfactory when it is kept at hand and Meets every Friday evening in Odd
given as soon as the cold is contract Fellows Hall, San Francisco street.
ed and before it has become settled in Visiting brothers welcome.
GEO. W. KNAEBEL, N. G.
the system. In almost every instance
a severe cold may be warded oft by A. P. HOGLE, Secretary.
taking this remedy freely as soon as
the first indication of the cold appears CENTENNIAL ENCAMPMENT, NO.T?
I. O: O. F. Regular communication
There is no danger in giving it to chil
dren for it contains no harmful sub the second and fourth Tuesday of
stance. It is pleasant to take both each month at Odd Fellows' Hall. VI
adults and children like it. Buy it and iting patriarchs welcome.
JOHN SEARS, Scribe.
you will get the best. It always cures.
For sale by all druggists.
MYRTLE REBEKAH LODGE NO. 1
I. O. O. F. Regular meeting first
Publication.
Noticefor
and
third Tuesday of each month at
(Homestead Entry No. 6,246.)
Odjd Fellows' Hall.
Visiting brothers
Dbpakimentof ihx Intkbiok.
and sisters welcome.
Land Office at Santa Fe. N. M Nov 9.
Notice is hereby given that the following
SALLIE VANARSDALE, N. O.
named settler has tiled notice or nts intention
to make final nroof in aUDDort of his claim. Laura Davis, Secretary.
and that said proof will be made before the
Register or Receiver at Santa Fe. N. M.. on
A. O. U. W.
December 17. 1903, viz: Felix Roibal, for the
n',1 ne'i. section 27, township 17 north, range
13 east.
He names the following witnesses to
and GOLDEN LODGE, No. 3, A. O. U. W.
prove his continuous residence upon
cultivation of said land viz- Jose E Roy-ba- l. Meets
every stcond and fourth WedVictor Roybal, Luis Rivera, Calletano
Garcia, all of Kowe. N. M.
nesday at 8 p. m.
MANuaii B. Otebo, Register.
C. C. PIERCE, Master Workman.
JOHN C. SEARS, Recorder.
HEART FLUTTERING.
Undigested food and gas in the
K, OF P.
stomach, located just below the heart,
presses against it and causes heart
palpitation. When your heart troubles SANTA FE LODGE NO. 2 K of P.
Regular meeting every Tuesday
you in that,, way take Herbine for
few days. You will soon be all right. evening at 7:30 o'clock at Castle HalL
50c at Fischer Drug Co.
Visiting Knights given a cordial welcome.
The Bon Ton for things good to eat
J. S. CANDELARIO, C. C.
J. K. STAUFFER, K. R. S.
Insure Your Property In
B. P. O. ELK8.
ROYAL INSURANCE CO., LIVERPOOL.
A Timely Suggestion.

-

G3(70K)

n

J".

Sat

-

SOCIETIES.

Oil,

OLDEST IN THE CITY
1 Livery, Feed St Sale Stable

San Mon Tues Wed Thar Frl

The Annual Dividend Policy
Is the Best Life. Insurance.

COLFAX COUNTY.
Ituby, the daughter of Bruce Dawson at Maxwell City, suffered a broken collarbone last week, caused by a
with a moderate amount daily of fruits and vegetables
nothing else. I endure heat and cold better, fall.
have increased in vigor of mind and body; am not subject to colds, headache or indigestion; have no Miss Quisenberry has resigned; as
longings, craving, gnawing, achings or heaviness of the stomach'" There can be no doubt that many teacher in the eighth grade- of the
dyspeptics can cure themselves, (other habits considered) by eating DR. PRICE S FOOD which meets public schools at Raton. Mis Kettle
of Colorado Springs was ejected this
tee requirements ot the system and the capabilities or the stomach.
week by the board of education to
succeed her.
" Rosce C. Perkins, aged 19 years,
died at Raton this week of consumption. His remains were shipped to
My Mlgnatur
his home at Crab Orchard Kentuckv,
eery paekagm.
H. N. WILLCOX, Agent.
for interment. He came to Coifa
QjeS
two
and
resided
the
County
Telephone 71.
ago
years
Dr. Price, the creator of Or. Price's Cream Baking Powder and Delicious Flavoring Extracts.
greater part of the time at Dawson.
Sedwick Post, G. A. R., of Raton,
REVOLUTION IMMINENT.
BATTLE GREEK, NIC., thin Offiois, CHICAGO.
by PRICE CEREAL FOOD CO., Food
has elected the following officers: W.
A sure sign of approaching revolt
R. Spencer, commander; C. E. Smith, and serious trouble in your system Is
vice commander; C. S. Vedill, junior nervousness, sleeplessness, or stomach
vice commander; G. B. Thompson, upsets. Electric Bitters will quickly
chaplain; D. Risdon, quartermaster; dismember the troublesome causes. It
George Carter, officer of the day; never fail to tone the stomach, regu
George J. Pace, surgeon; D. Tafoya, late the Kidneys and Bowels, stimulate
officer of the guard.
the Liver, and clarify the blood. Run
A force of eight men is employed on down
FOR
systems benefit particularly and
STANDARD
-'
Hacks and Vehicles Promptly Farnew electric light and power all the usual attending aches vanish
the
12 YEARS,
T
rushed for All Occasions
plant of the Atchison, Topeka & San- under its searching and thorough ef
The first weather-proo- f
ta Fe Railway Company at Raton, L fectiveness. Electric Bitters Is only
and
elastic
Rooting
First-class
Car efol Drivers for Tourist Parties.
made. Positively the
M. Gazin, electrical engineer, being 50c, and that is returned if it don't
Rigs.
most durable on the
in charge of the work. The plant will give perfect satisfaction. Guaranteed
Avoid inferior,
market.
Parties Conveyed to All Points of Interest in and About
untried materials claimoccupy the present boiler room at the by Fischer Drug Co.
ed to be "the same." All
Santa Fe. Camping Parties Furnished With Turnouts
railroad shops and the old whe
suoh claims are false.
We alone make
house will be used as a boiler room.
Insure Your Property In
RUBEROID ROOFING.
The
plant will furnish electric lights
.
ST. PAUL FIRE & MARINE INS. CO.
There's nothing-- else like
for the shops, round house, store house
it.
H. N. WILLCOX, Agent.
TELEPHONE 57.
LOWER SAN FRANCISCO STREET
and railroad yards, and power for the
PAINT CO.,
STANDARD
THE
Telephone 71.
operation of the traveling crane, trans
New York,
Chicago.
turn
and
in
fer
table
table,
Los Angeles Agents:
machiiery.
"I was much afflicted with sciatica,"
Blake, Mottitt ,4 Tow ne,
the new machine shop.- The electric
S. Los Angeles.
poles for use about the shops and in writes Ed. C. Nud, Iowavllle, Sedg
the yards have been received. It is wick, Co., Kan., going about on
a deal of pain!
expected that the plant will be in op crutches and suffering
I was induced to try Ballard's Snow
eration
by
To
and
January.
Improve the appetltite
Liniment, which relieved me. I used
VIA
strengthen the digestion, try a few dos
50c
three
It is the greatest
es of Chamberlain's Stomach and Liv
Pumpkin Pie like your mother used liniment I bottles.
ever used ; have recommendto
Ton.
Bon
at
the
make,
H.
of
De
er Tablets. . Mr. J.
Seitz,
ed it to a number of persons: all ex
troit, Mich., says: "They restored my
press themselves as being benefited
Insure Your Property in
appetite when impaired, relieved me
it. I now-wwithout crutches,
by
FIRE
NEW
YORK.
INS.
NIAGARA
CO.,
of a bloated feeling and caused a pleas
to perform a great deal of light
able
ant and satisfactory movement of the
H. N. WILLCOX, Agent.
labor on the farm." 25c, 60c, $1.00.
bowels." There are people in this
Telephone 71.
Fischer Drug Co.
community who need just such a med
icine. For sale by all druggists. Ev CHRISTMAS AND NEW YEAR HOLI
ITotioe fox Fnblioatioii.
ery box warranted.
DAY RATES.
(Homestead Entry No. 5,096.)
For this occasion the Santa Fe will
DiPABMrmrOf Tfta Ihxkbiob,
It will pay you to
Try it sell tickets to all points in New MexTo Points in the
Land Office at Santa Fe. H. H.. Nov. 24. 1903
Notice ishaAsby riven that the following
ico within 200 miles of selling station named
settle has filed notice of his intention
A FRIGRTENED HORSE.
final proof in
of his
at a rate of one fare for the round to make
will be made
and that said proofsupport
Running like mad down the street trip, also to points in Kansas at one claim,
or
at
the
bants
receiver
before
register
Also to points in
. N. M.. on Dee. 28. 1903. via: Efren Gonza
dumping the occupants, or a hundred and one-thirfare for the round trip,
Duran
de
of
widow
Duran
les
Icnacio
Juan
occurare
other
every day
accidents,
ARKANSAS. ILLINOIS. IOWA, KANSAS,
dates of sale December 24, 25 and 31,
for the seK. section 17. township IV
rences. It behooves everybody to have and January 1, 1904, good for return deceased,
north, ranged east. He names the following
MINNESOTA. MISSOURI, NEBRASKA.
witnesses to prove his continuous residence
a reliable Salve handy and there's passage until January 4, 1904.
UDOU and cultivation of said land, viz: ea- none as good as Bucklen s Arnica
turuino
H.
S.
LUTZ,
Ortega. avid Romero. Pomuseno
and to certain points in
Valencia, Miguel Sauchea, all of ban
Salve. Burns, Cuts, Sores, Eczema
Agent, Santa Fe. N. M.
N. M. ,
"
and Piles, disappear quickly under its
UAl BI K. UTBBO, Keglster.
COLORADO and OLD MEXICO
soothing effect. 25c at Fischer Drug NEW MEXICO EDUCATIONAL AS
Co.
CURED PARALYSIS.
;. iAt One Fare. Plus $2.00 for Round Trip. On sale Dec. 18, 19, 20 and 26.
SOCIATION.
S.
W.
Limit 30 Days.
True, Texas,
Bally, P. O
will
For this occasion the Santa Fe
CNICHEaTKrrB CNOLlaM
writes: "My wife had been suffering
at
and
return
Fe
to
Santa
sell
tickets
d
on
sale Dec. 23, 24, 25, 30
Local Holiday Tickets also
31 and Jan. 1.
one fare for the round trip, from all five years with paralysis , in her arm,
LiaiH January 14, at rate of One Fare.
when I was persuaded to use Ballard's
points in New Mexico including El Snow
Liniment, which cured her all
of
Colorado.
ml
-Dates
and
Paso
MUllk
Is
Ww.
Trinidad,
HEs
n
SM
"ASK
TICKET AGENT."
I have also used it for old sores,
with Mm am. Tak mm atfcar. Bafaaa
right.
and
December
29th, good
sale
Mad
and skin eruptions. It does
frostbites
la
r
Maaa.
DraggUl.
4.
O
A N. BROWN,
P. A.
Bj PaHlaalara, TaaMaaaalala for return passage until January, 4,
T. H. HBALY,
nw'RelW
work." 25c, 50c, $1.00. Fischer
the
CMr, kr ra.
fmr Laalaa,
a4
S.
H.
LUTZ.
1904.
Texas.
El
Paso,
Passenger Agent,
tara Mall. la.004Tun.laU. sMShf
Co.
all Drafftou.
Chlahsasar Ckaajlaal Va.
Agent, Santa Fe, N. M. Drug
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SterlThis Crystal (.law Cologne Hot
ing Silver, Three Times Hlae of Cut, Postpaid

MOD

LUNA COUNTY.
Doming will have a midwinter carnival during Christmas week, in which
horse racing, bronco riding, cock
fights, a baseball tournament will bo
some of the sporting events that will
draw people to the Windmill City at
that time. Handsome purses have
been put up for the different events.
'

TAOS COUNTY.
Although there are 75 persons of
school age at Red River only 29 are
enrolled in the public school.
Red River people have sent a petition to the board of county commissioners asking for the appointment of
W. J. Cartwright as justice of the
peace at Red River.
Says the Red River Prospector:
The Questa Road is now fixed so a
person can go from Red River to below the Columbine without crossing
the river and, which also avoids
crossing the Columbine. If people of
Questa will bridge the river where it
Lamb fries and sweet breads at the is necessary, it will be a good mounBon Ton.
tain road. But even as it is at present, it is in better shape than ever
before.
Insure Your Plate Glass in the';

Manager. Albuquerque, New Mexico.
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TOPICS.

Santa Fe People

Is

?

TERRITORIAL

LOWITZKI.

SANTA FE LODGE No. 460, B. P. O.H.
Holds its regular session on the
second and fourth Wednesdays
of
each month. Visiting brothers are In
vited and welcome.
J. B. DAVIS. E. R.
A. J. FISCHER, Secretary.
IMPROVED QRDER RED MEN.

Santa Fe Tribe No. 5,1, O. R. M.
meets every Thursday eve at Odd
Fellows hall at 8 o'clock. Visiting
chiefs cordially invited.
C. L. BISHOP, Sachem.
A. P. HOGLE. Chief of Records.
A small gasoline engine, new, for
sale by the New Mexican. Printing
company. Call or write and get prices.
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Will Receive
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H.N. WILLCOX,
Secretary.'
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Santa Fe New Mexican, Saturday, December J 2, J 903.
TAILORING.
Muralter, the tailor, is headquarters
for fine fall and winter suits, latest
Allard Group Best of Gibson Develop- patterns, from $30 up. Also a large
line of samples of Murphy Brothers'
ment Company's Properties in
New Mexico.
line, fine business suits from $17 up,
FARMING LANDS DNDSR IRRIGATION SYSTEM.
trousers to fit from $4.50 up. Special
Thete tannine lands with perpetual water Hunts are bow being offered,
Albert S. Well of Bridgeport, Con- attention is calleu to a fina line of
Detale In tracts of foty acres and upwards. Price of. land with perfall
lor
of
ladies
and
of
the
and
Gibson
samples
styles
necticut, president
water rights from $17 to 35 per acre, according V) location.
to
A
call
petual
winter
tailor
made
writes
the
suits.
that
velopment Company,
be made In ten year loatallaieoU. Alfalfa, grata, Iraltt af
may
Allard group of mines on Gold Hill, in inspect our line is earnestly solicited.
all
and
sugar beeU grow to perfection.
kinds,
Santa Fe county, makes the best show- Perfect fits guaranteed.
ing of any of the company's properA COSTLY MISTAKE.
ties in New Mexico.
Blunders are sometimes
very ex"The examination made last year by
On th!a Grant, about forty miles west of Springer, N. M., are the goM
where Important mineral
J. H. Shaw, treasurer of the company, pensive. Occasionally life itself is the
Ining districts of Ellsabeihtown and BaMv,
and this year by Jerome Kennedy, the price of a mistake, but you'll never be
discoveries have lately been made. Claims oa aalooated groaad but bee
aaade under the mining regulations of the company, which are as law-ablsecretary," writes Mr. Wells, "con- wrong if you take Dr. King's New Life
to the prospector as the TJ. & government laws.
firms what was said of them at the Pills for Dyspepsia, Dizziness, Heador
Liver
troubles.
Bowel
The
values
ache,
time of the purchase.
They
Hear Baton, N. ML, aa this grant, are located the Ceal Miaea of tfc
shown at the 1C5 foot level of the A. A. are gentle yet thorough. 25c at Fisch
Coal and Coke Comnny, where employment may be found a
Saton
claim, are certainly more than we ex- er Drug Co.
wages (or any wishing to work daring tha seasons that farming aay
good
pected. The white porphyry which is
prospecting can not be coccessf ully done.
For particulars and advertising matter apply to
said to be a nine foot streak shows
Insure Your Property in
We
in
values
gold.
exceptionally high
INS. CO., NEW YORK.
are surprised at the assays ourselves."
H.
N.
WILLCOX,
Agent.
Mr. Wells in behalf of the company
Telephone 71.
turns down a proposition to sack the
RATON. NEW MEXICO
ore at the crosscut tunnel marked J,
it.
to
wil
advertise.
It
you
Try
pay
and sell it to Denver parties, as such
disposition does not meet with his apMineral Application No. 149.
proval. It is the intention of the GibUnited States Land Office,
to
reduce
son Development Company
Santa Fe. New Mexico, October 8U, 1803. )
obNotice is hereby given, that in pursuance
the ore as soon as power can be
of the Reof Chapter Six of Title Thirty-twtained, which is promised by May 1, vised
Matutes of the United States, Thomas
is Smta
I!.
address
whose
next.
Catron,
postotlice
ALL KINDS OP MINERAL WATERS J J J MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLEB
Ke, Sew Mexico, for himself, claimiug of the
Hundred
and
Sil er KiDg Lode Thirteen
Tbe Trade Supplied From One Bottle to Carload.
Eighty-fofeet, and of the Pilar Lode seven
of
the
and
lode,
hundred
vein,
feet,
setenty
GALLUP GLEANINGS.
or mineral deposit, bearing gold; with sur-tR- n
Fe, N. M. Phone No. 3d.
Goadafope Street,
iirnnnd nn the Silver Klne. of six hun
dred feet in width, and with surface ground
on the Pilar lode, of six hundred feet in
of mines lying ana neing
Interesting News Items Picked Up at widtb; said group
thn Maw VlftApra MininiF District.
the Seat of McKinley County
County of Santa Fe and Territory of New
Mexico has filed an a plication to the
By Correspondent.
United States for a patent to the said TfTE
of mining elainiH, which a id claims
group
are more fully described as to metes and
Special to the New Mexican.
bounds by the official plat herewith posted,
Gallup, Dec. 10 The Weaver mine and
by the field notes of survey thereof, now
was
VVTtVfVfttf WWWWWM
down
shut
at Gibson
Tuesday k1a.1 . thn ttfinA nf tliA district of lands, sub
to
sale at Santa Fe, New Mexico, which
while some repair work was being ject
& Rio
Held notes
survey uescrioe wic uuunuartvH
Rio
done. The miners were all in this this and extentpiof said claims 12on the surface,:
40 East,
at
variation
&
with
magnetic
Rio
resumed
city enjoying a holiday. They
Silver King: Brglnning at for. No. I, a
18
work Wednesday.
iUS.
ill
.X2X
86t
HIS.
etmtA.
nrtpnhvrv
in a mound of stone, chiseled
The Gymnasium Club has opened its ground,
which Mineral Monument No. 3, New
rooms for the winter and each even- from
Placers Min. Dist , bears JN. 17- - is w.as i.ett.
THE POPULAR LIMB TO
No beatings Hvailable. Thence N, il E, 360.8
ing these will be open from 8 to 10.
line
Pilar lode of this survey
intersect
feet
:
of
the
The following transgressors
Cor. No. i thence
at 19.8 ft., No.to 4Cor.W No.from
Colorado Springs, Pueblo, Cripple Creek. Lead ville,
2, a limestone, 30x14x6
law came up for trial before Justice at 1,384 feet
rock, in a
Glenwood Springs, Aspen, Grand Junction, Salt
ins set 11 ins. in ground to bed
: no bearimrs
De Shon on Monday:
Two drunken mnnnil nf atnuA. phlseled
Lake City, Ogden. Butte, Helena, San Francisco,
No.
8
to
Cor.
S.
3,
E.600
ft.
thence
available;
and disorderly fellows were fined $10 a lime
stone, 26xizx8 ins. set is ins in ground
Los Angeles, Portland. Tacoma, and Seattle. Also
and costs each, three hoboes were giv- in a mound of stone, chiseled
thence
S. 8J W. ht 1,19) feet intersect line3-- 4 Survey
Reaches all the Pr ncipal Towns and Mining Camps
en five days labor on the streets.
No. 974, Ingereoll lode at 884.2 ft. S. 70 25' B.
In Colorado, Utah and New Mexico.
Manuelita Casados, daughter of Mr. from Cor. Ho. 4, which is a rock 22x7x6 ins.
2 inches in ground,
marKra
at
and Mrs. Jose Casados, of Clarkville, set
1,384 ft. to Cor. No. 4, a porphyry stone,
died at their home in that village, 3 x9x3 ins. set ll ins. in ground to bed rock,
ith a mound of stone alongDecember 8 of bronchitis. The inter- chiseled
side, from which a pinon tree 4 ins. in diam.
ment was made in the Catholic Ceme- bears s. 21 AL w . a it. ana- a pinon tree o
00n. it. uum
111s. in cliam.
Dears
To all Mountain Resorts
.
H. 1. ; tlience
'
tery in this city, Wednesday.
blazed and scribed
4.
7
line
98
W.
ft.
intersect
months
Survey Ho.
at
sixteen
the
Hugh Carter,
15.
4
Line
No.
Cor.
25'
7u
from
Only
at 670.2 ft. S.
Passing Through Salt Lake City Enxoate to the Pacific Coast
old son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Car- 974
ect line gyjThe
heretofore described, at 6 3 it. inter
303
45
N.
ft.
lode of this surve at
ter, of (Jlarkville, died there .Tuesday K. filar Cor.
No. 3 , at OJOft to Cor. No." 1,
of tonsilitis, after a, brief illness. The thefrom
place of beginning
TIia total length of vein claimed is 1.384 feet
intf rment was made in Hillside CemeBETWEEN
AND
and distance claimed frdm discovery
point
tery at this city on Wednesday.
presumed course of vein is S. 82 W. 213
along
.
in
is
which
shown
N
ft. and . 8s E. 1,181 ft ; all of
ALAaf OSA
SALT LAKE CITY
'V. H. Wolff, who has been
the plat posted herewith, as near as can
CRIPPLE CREEK OGDEN
Texas, will return to this city upon
ue aetermineu irom present ubvwujjiuohmi,
LEAOVILLE
PORTLAND
for a sojourn of several weeks. .. .'
this claim being for thirteen hundred and
r
linear feet thereof, together
GLENWOOD SPGS SAN FRANCISCO
Miss Alia Benson of Huntsville, Mis- eighty-fouthe
of
shown
aice
upon
with the surf
ground
GRAND JUNCTN LOS ANGELES
herewitn. tne saia suter
souri, is the guest of Mr. and Mrs. ficial
plat posted
Kinir l.de
cliiim hereby sought to be oat
Reese Beddow.
ented is joined on the north by the filar lode
Mr. and Mrs. Cade Selvey have re; of this sur'ey, with which it conflicts, and
S1RYICK A LA CART1 OJ
the Paradise lode, unsurveyrd. Valles and
turned from a trip west and are the by
Hr.inks nlnimnnts: on the east by the Grant
VAHS ALL THROUGH T&alBsl
No
claim
both
3,
4
No.
Gran'
the
and
elaim
by
guests of friends in the city.
unsurveyed, the San Lazarus Mining Co.,
Harry, the little son of Mr. and Mrs. claimant : on the south by the Solomon mine.
claimant; Dy survey.t
Edward Clark, died Wednesday even- unsurveyed. Mclntire
No 9681; Denver Belle lode and 968 H;
Inrle Ihnth abniidonedl. withwhlch it
ing of scarlet fever, after a brief illNo. 874, Ingersoll
ness. The funeral was held Thursday conflict, and by Survey
lode, with which it conflicts. On the west by
afternoon at the residence and was Survey
No. 974, Ingersoll lode and by Survey
wnn
eat- Mldnigni loao LBDanaoneai, lode
,o. 968 itH ;conflicts,
private. Interment was made in the whinh
and by the Pilar
of These Celebrated Hot Springs are lo these waters has been thoroughly
to
cures
attested
Hillside Cemetery.
this survey, with which it conflicts.
in the midst of the Ancient Cliff ed by the miraculous
nl location of said Sliver King oted
Miss Mary Cunningham, assisted by
diseases:
in
the
Paralysis,
following
miles west of
lode is dated February 15, 1892, and was re vwellers, twenty-fiv- e
Miss Helen Blake entertained the corded
Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Consumption,
May 7th, 182, in Book No. 2 of Records
in286
and
287,
at
of
miles
north of Santa Malaria, Bright's Disease of the Kid--,
Notices
of Location
pages
aos, and fifty
Whist Club tonight at the home
of the Records of Santa Fe County,
clusive,
Miss Cunningham.
Affec
New Mexico.
Pe, and about twelve miles from Bar-"m- neys. Syphilitic and Mercurial
at Cor. No 1. a por
ail
La
Superintendent Perry of the Fort Pilar I min TWinnlnff
Grippe,
Rio
Scrofula,
Catarrh,
and
Denver
tions,
on
the
Station,
stone. 30x12x6 ins. set 8u ins ia ground
Defiance Schools was in the city Wed- phyrymound
Mineral Grande Railway, from which point a Female Complaints, etc., etc. Board,
of stone, chiseled
in a
Monument No. 8. New Placers Min. Dist. bears
nesday on official business. '
run to the Springs, lodging and bathing, $2.60 per day; S14
9 W.2937.'ft no bearings available; at (telly line of stages
The Masons will meet Monday N.
Silver the temperature of these waters is per week; $50 per. month. Stage meets
580.2 ft. S 45 E. intersect linnight and elect officers.
King lode of this survey at 36 .8 ft. N. 82 fi.
waits for Santa Fe
from Cor. No. J, heretofore described; at from 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are Denver trains and
This resort is at- 600 ft. to Coir. No-- 2, aporphpry stons 25xJx6 carbonic.
request.
train
Climate
upon
feet.
6,000
Altitude,
First-clas- s
of
meal.-at the im set 16 ins.ingrouudin b mound stone,
short order
all
and is open ail
at
seasons,
tractive
in
the
diam.
ins.
6
and
year
chiseled
delightful
pinon tree,
very dry
Bon Ton.
5 ins in
for OJo Calieate.
bears N. 39 W.619 ft : a7 pinon tree,
winter.
commodious
new
a
Passengers
is
There
round.
blazed
N.
,
fi.
both
and
ft
diam. bear
B. f.; thence S. 45 W at 467 hotel for the convenience
of invalids can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. m and
soribed
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
line 4. Miver iving loueonnis
ft. iutet sect
and tourists. These waters contain reach Ojo Caliente at 4 p. m. the same
297 ft. S! 8 B. from Cor. No. 1 heresurvey
675.6 ft intersect line 4,
at
desoi'ibed,
tofore
1.686.24 grains of alkaline salts to tbe day. Fare for round trip from Saata
Manuel
Bon Ton:
Silva, Cerriilos;
Survey No. 974 at f.10 ft. S. 70 S'K.from Cor.
Gus Johnson, El Paso; J. M. Horn, No. 4, heretofore described ; at 77o ft.to Cor.No. gallon, being the richest alkaline Hot Fe to Ojo Caliente, U.40. For ' further
3,a porphyry stone 25x6xtt ins. set 16 ins. in Springs in the world. The efficacy of particulars, address
Moriarty; Pablo Ortiz, Las Vegas.
a
ground in a mound of stone, chiseled
H. C. Hunt,
Denver; pinon trees ins. in main. Dears on u a. o
Claire:
3
13
4
S
W.
tree.
ins.
bears
diav.
cedar
it
a
Charles H. Kinsey, Goldfield; W. M. ft.,
U T. :
ft . both blazed and scribed
198.7
V.
45
N.
ft.
line
R.
R.
intersect
thence
MontgomWoody, Glenwoodyf.
a.irvAV No. B74 at Z3U It. X 7U Z' It from
OJo Caliente. Taos County, N. M
ery, Merldan, Conn.; C. Ferguson, Cor. No 4 heretofore described; at 600 ft. tol
stone
set
30x10x5
No.
Ins.
S.
a
4,
Cor.
J.
Denver;
porphyry
Kan.;
Qgillve,
Winfield,
10 ins. in arround in a mound of stones.
William Sullivan, Kansas City; R. B. chiseled
No bearings available; thence
N. 45E., at 138 ft. to Cor. Mo. 3, amended
1
Pegrwn, Pueblo.
951
Bonanza lode, which is a
No.
M.,
Palace: J. J. Walkram, Cleveland; Survey
limestone. 24x16x12 ins. set 12 ins. in ground
M. G. Reynolds,
P. H. Skipwith, St. chiseled2 3 9.11 M with a conical mound of
stone, ft. base along side; thence along line
Louis; Mark Burget, Chicago; Mrs. A.
EL PASO
ameudeu survey no, ai ju. 1113 11. 10 ior
D. Gilliland, C. M. Melvin, Denver; J. No. 1, the place of beginning.
The total length of vein claimed is 770 feet
H. Banks and wife, Mrs. Banks, Roband dlstanoe claimed from discovery
E.
ert Banks, Caledonia, N. Y:; S. M. along presumed course of vein it N. 45point
CHICAGO,
370 ft. and S. 45 W. 400 ft.: all of which is
Biggs, Edith, Colo.; Louis Benjamin, shown
herewith,
as
near
upon the plat posted
C.
A.
determined
from
J.
be
can
as
developLaw,
Carruth,
present
Albuquerque;
ments, this claimed being for seven hundred
Antonito; S. A. Horan, Denver; C. W. and
seventy linear feet thereof, together
DENVER,
with the surface ground shown upon the
Todd, Las Vegas.
official plat posted herewith. The said Pilar
lode claim hereby sought to be patented is
joined on the ME. by the Paradise lode, unFIGHT WILL BE BITTER.
surveyed, Valles and Brooks ela mants, and
SALT LAKE GlTY.
of this survey, with
their ears against the continual recom by the Silver King lode
it conflicts. On the SE. by the Silver
mendation of Dr. King's New Discov which
King lode of this survey, with which It conand by Survey No 974, Ingersoll lode,
ery for Consumption, will have a long flicts,
with which it conflicts. On the SW. by Surand bitter fight with their troubles, if vey
No. 974, Ingersoll lode, with whl h it
not ended earlier by fatal termination. couniets, ana Dy amenaea survey no. i,n.
Puzzle lode, with which It conflicts. On NW.
NEW MEXICO
LINE
THE
Read what T. R. Beall of Beall, Miss., by
amended Survey No. 951 H. Puzzle lode,
has to say: "Last fall my wife had with which it conflicts, and by amended Sur
vey No. 9l M., Bonanza lode.
every symptom of consumption. She The original
PROMPT SERVICE
location of said Pilar lode is
NEW EQUIPMENT
took Dr. King's New Discovery after dated January 23, 1897. and was recorded, the
189
Book
in
March
on
ilth,
copy,
everything else had failed. Improve' Spanish
No. 3 of the Rocords of Locations at page 09
CONNECTING AT SANTA FE, N. M , with the Denver ft
ment came at once and four bottles nf t)i Records of Santa Fe county, and th
Railroad for Denver, Colorado Springs, Pueblo, Trinidad
Grande
Rio
was
more
described,
definitely
copy,
English
entirely cured her. Guaranteed by recorded April 19th, 1897. in Book No. 3 of
and all points in Colorado, Utah, Idaho, Montana and the Great
Fischer Drug Co. ; Price 50c and Vl.OO, Record of Location Notices a' pages 128 and
Northwest.
. inclusive, of the Records of Santa Fe
.
Trial bottles free.
; ' . ii
New Mexico.
CONNECTING AT TORRANCE, N. M., with the El
county
" The two olaima
comprising the Galena
System for El Paso. Texas, and a 1 points in Southern
on
iolned
ex
are
other
all
sides,
Kinr Groun
Notice for Publication.
New Mexico, Arizona, Texas and the Republic of Mexico. Also for
in the above descriptions at ted, by
cept as ana
vacant
Kansas City, St. Louis, Chicago and all points east via the Rock
unoecupiea iana: tne saia group
(Homeiteid Entry No, SU6).
!
designated as Mineral Survey No. 178
oeing
Island system.
I
of
thb
tebiob,
Departikkt
on the offiioial lat posted herewith, and U
between Santa
Line
Short
the
is
CENTRAL
Land Offioe at Santa Fe. N. H. Dec 9. 190? in Township 12 north, range 7 east unsurFE
THE SANTA
Notice W hereby given that the following veyed 1 he total net area of said Group is
Fe and El Paso, Texas, Alamogordo, Cirrizozo, Santa Rosa. Tucum-car- i,
named settler has filed notice of his Intention 27.8 acre.
N M.,Dalhart, Texas, and all other point on the JS1
to make final proof in support of his claim,
Any and all cersons claiming adversely the
and tht aald proof will be m.de before the mining ground, vein, lode, Premises, or an
System.
receiver at Santa Fe, N. M . on portioi. thereof so described, surveyed platregister or
For freight and passenger rates, and other information regarding
vis: JosoOrtisy Pino for ted, and applied for. are hereby notified that
January 2V, 1901,
theseiiswW. lots 3 and 4, section 19. town unless their adverse cUims are duly filed acthe Santa Fe Central Railway and the country through which it opersen cording to law. aud the regulations thereship 10 north, range it east, ana ne
ates, call on or address
aMtlou 24. tnwtiHhiD lu north, ranee 13 east under within the tme prescribed by law.
He nam's the following witnesses to rrove with the Register of the United States Land
Office at Santa Fe. in the County of Santa r e
his continuous residence upon, and cultivaB.
BOBBINS, 6. F. & P. A, SANTA E, H. U.
tion of said land, vis; Antonio ttandovnl Territory of New Mexico, they will be barred
Juan Pens. Cayetano Cbaves, of Galisteo, N. in virtue of the provisions of id statute.
MANUEL B. OTERO,
M. U. U. wtuisou or sauta re. a. m.
MAvrax R. Otaito, Beglster.
Register.

FINE SHOWING.

BVJaxweli

rami's
Paf-men-

r

GOLD MINES.

V

Pure and Unmixed.

Delicate Aroma.
Really Cheapest in Use.

L

The Maxwell Land Grant Co

GERMAN-AMERICA-

If so, Why don't you go
over the SHORT LINE from

Going

The Burlington?

Denver;

ur

Santa

about traveling.

DEJIVER

....

have got it systematized, and can give you
some help in ways that
won't occur to you. Write
me- -a postal card will do.
I

iMnpi)
toot

Letup's St Louis Beet

o

Better see me about
your trip. I have been in
the passenger business
twenty years, and I know

East

c

Q.

Denver

Grande

to-w- it

I

17th St

Ticket Office, 1039

ts

W. VALLERY, General Agt.
DENVER

5

MO Clfl)IDE STSTEjQ

Grande Western, Rio
6rai.de,
Fe
Grande
and
Santa
Railroads.
Southern

'THE TOURISrS FAVORITE ROUTE

1

REMINGTON

3.

.

TYPEWRITERS
POEW

Del-har-

t,

SLEEPIES

MEXICAN PRINTING CO'

Dealers,
Santa Fe.

DENVER

IiODEJI

lininv

N. M.

Mid-..io-l-

0J0 CALJEJSTE HOT SPRINGS.

-

UIT

ca

"OUR PLACE"

-

;

WilTBe Found a Full Line of Tabla Wine tot Fatally Trade.
'
Order by Telephone Will Be Promptly poled : : : : :

IV. R.

PRICE, Prop.

,

Santa Fe,

j

N. M.

n43bJ9keAaflsAi'
'

K. B. QUICKEL

BEN BOTH

K

jt When You Come to Albuquerque Don't Forget jt J

THE

CAFE

t ZEIGER

4,

';.

...

THE CHANGE OF fl LIFETIME
i

.;

.

v

,

..
"

,

r

v.

.
1

:

Estancia has GOOD WATER, BOFT WATER, PURE. WATER,
RAILROAD WATER, CMSAR WATER and PLENTY,ot WATER-

russel saoe'S AfcvJCfc'.-r--

'

.V;L'.4 "Young tnan, BW'aeaffEitate1

-

?t

'.
f,''.-S-t--

Will soon rank with HoraceiOreel)f.aplorjsJ'fv':Vi,V!.''
"'
'
i
"YOUNG MAW GO 'WE8T! ':
in
do
to
a
it
do
the
best
way," Is
good thing,
"If you are going
will eithc
another maxim' of which you will appreciate' the "force If
call on or communicate with W. P. CLARKE BEFORE BUYING TOWN
. LOTS ELSEWHERE.
i "
, - ;.
..
, BE, WISE. ,t
'S
S.''
Put your money- into land Own a" Town Lot and Home. .
' , Do like youn fathers 'didbuy. good, property , in.r a live town, and.
'' '
:
,'
children will rise tip and call jjou blessed.
your
'
'
time
the
It is entirely safe to presume that within a very short
town of ESTANCIA will be one of the liveliest, largest and most substantial town in this section of the southwest
THE
Be sure and write for all information desired x at once.
PRICE OP THESE LOTS WILL INTEREST YOU.
TERMS TO SUIT.
..
'
fr f
; Adddreas .tt comurticatione to"
""' "
:
W P. CLARKE,!
SANTA FE,
NEW MEXICO.
Over a millica acres of land open for Homesteaders in the ESTANCIA VALLEY good soil and plenty 6 water, which can be had from
.

-i

-

!'

;...

.

-

"

J

Vt-

."

.:.'

1

.

...

eight to thirty feet

V.

Proprietor

r Santa Fe

.

Corner Railroad Avenue and Second Street
,
, NEW MEXICO
ALBUQUERQUE

For Prospective Purchasers
of Building Lots in Estanda

ANTONIO JOSEPH,

.

QUICKEL C&BOTHE, Proprietors.
jp & j&
Club Room and Billiard Hall Attached.
S? &

.....

!,

Central
Railway
SHORT

OF

,

Faao-Nortieast-

1

.

f

f

7
E
1

Santa Fe New Mexican, Saturday, December

J 2,

1903.

PSMAS TIE

the large numbers of holiday shoppers who daily travel
'
to IS store. Don't buy until you have thoroughly inspected our
display. Buy now and you will save money.
To

f
ISWrs
g

IV1W0WKT

5

3

X-m-

JISx

I

new High Chair,
Small Rocker.
Drinking Cups.
Sets Knives. Forks and Spoons.
A

A
A
A

iSi&O HTDIM JTTW J RE

Studebaker Buggy,
Paggott Saddle,

ti

Chase Lap Robe.
Rogers Bros.' Plated Ware.
A Buck Range.

ma

a

.xi.

i i

We offer many

ijr

.

attractions for this event. Our stock of Rockers,

and Creamers,. Plate Sets, Etc.
ID EVERY

WE

DEPHRTniENT

WILL OFFER

WAjTS

"'girls-;--pretty-

t

.,

ex-ws-

ffliristmas ' SiinfiRgfinnRi

m

1

iVli I

I

fv

:

f r VI

I

u

m

jGOEBEL'S
z

i

:

:

Scissors,
Ice Skates,
Tool Chests,
Carving Sets,
Pocket Knives,

i

i

Marbles and Tops,
Red Wheelbarrows,
Red Express Wagons,
Yankee Dollar Watches,
Plain and Safety Razors,

W. H. GOEBEL
The Hardware Deale
CATRON BLOCK

:

:

:

SANTA FE, N. M.

Homestead Entries.
The following homestead entries
have been, .made in the local United
II States land offlcfc: fjeeember 8, No.
7745. Andres BaWjbf. Magdalena. for
II SE
SE il-- Bctioiv 8 and SW
SW
section 9, 1 1 N, R 4 W, 80
acres in Socorro County
.

r--.

,

Boys' Wagons,
Target Guns, Etc.

For Sister
Youth's Chairs and Rockers.
Beautiful Cups and Saucers.

1--

mm

.1--

December 9, No. 7746. Marvin F.
Rhodes of Aztec, for NW
SW
SE
section 35 and E
section
34, T 31 N, R 11 W, 120 acres in San
Juan County.
Final Homestead Certificates.
The following final homestead entries have been made in the local
United States land office: December
10, Certificate No. 3274. Leonor Sena,
widow of Raymunda Sena, deceased,
of Salada, for SE
SE
section
33 and S
SW
SW
SE
section 34, T 5 N,-- 22 E, 160 acres In
Leonard Wood County.
December 10, Certificate No. 3275.
Miguel Sandoval of Escobosa, for SW
section 15, T 8 N, R 6 E. 160 acres
in Bernalillo County.
December 10 Certificate No. 3276.
David Gallegos
Wagon Mound, for
N
S
NE
SE
section 18,
T 18 N, R 24 B,;J60 acres In Mora
County.
December 10, Certificate No. 3277.
Albino Martinez of Wagon Mound, for
NE
N
section 33 and W
NW
section 34, T 19 N, R 5 E, 160
acres in Mora County.
1--

1--

'f

1--

f;

1--

1--

1--

1--

1--

1--

1--

Insure Your Property In
PALATINE INSURANCE CO., Ltd. LONDON.

H. N. WILLCOX, Agent
.
Telephone 71.

want a good Baker or Smith
Gun. or New Model Winchester or
If you

We make special prices on all our
FOR RENT Two suits of three nice
wines and liquors for this month. J newly finished rooms, good location.
WEINBERGER.
Apply to M. Garcia, No. 102 corner
Sandoval and Water Streets.
Don't Slip Up.
in the
Out
Take
Accident
an
Why carry your old clocks under
AND MISCELLANEOUS ADSPACIFIC MUTUAL.
your arm when a postal card or word
left at Blaine's Bazaar' Will bring a
H. N. WILLCOX, Agent.
WANTED POSITION.
first class mechanic to your house.
Telephone 71.
Popular prices and work guaranteed.
i ANY ONE desiring mate help of any
Goldie Chapman.
"KILL-- ON
RANGE"
THE
fctad jlease notify Alan R
McCord,
'
And now being served at the Bon
Secretary Capital City Band.
WANTED Gentlemen" 'Correspond
Ton, the finest lot of venison, ducks,
,
Bob White quail, and Elk that ents for eastern
good
grouse,
NOTICE.
well-to-dare
If
laid
ever
upon..
you
eyes
living where
you
many
family;
Acy person or persons in any way from Missouri we'll show
you. Give us they 'can have no suitable gentlemen
tampering with the pipes or wires, ex- a call. "Do it now."
object
matrimony;
acquaintances;
- to or
tending, adding
altering the
strictlv brivate. : ,' states aee" Toledo
same without a permit from the ComTHE WAY TO ROSWELL
Correspqnden vague7 Toledo,, O. ,
pany wj be prosecuted to the full
MONEY
SAVE
AND
t the law.
,
Take the Santa Fe Central & Rock
SANTA FE WATER AND LIGHT CO.
OFFICIAL MATTERS.
to Capitan and the Roswell and
Island
W.
H.
By
Fritchman, Manager.
Santa Je, New .Mexico, Nov. 27, 1903. Capitan stage line, tae best line 1n the
West. It saves time and nearly half
Finaf Desert La ltd Entry.
If you wish to make quick sales you 'fair. For information apply to D. W.
The
following final desert land" en
'
will nav to advertise your wares.
Scott, Roswell, : M.
try has been made in the local Uni
ted States land office: December 10,
Certificate No. 75. Charles Sumner,
of Santa Rosa,' for lots 1 and 2, section
5, T .7 N, R 23 E, 80 acreA in Leonard
Wood County. ,
f

II I

I

Gifts

X-m- as

Our line of Camports, Salad, Orange Bowls, Chocolate Sets.
Cracker Jars, Bon Bons, Vases, Figures, Cups and Saucers, Sugars

Hips

mm

her.

VEHICLES
of all

il j

i

How would a nice Dinner Set or
Tea Set. Toilet Set, an Easy Chair,
a Beautiful Screen, and 100 Useful
Things not mentioned suitable for

.

DOLES

r.

11

Morris Chairs, Dressing Tables. Chiffoniers, Davenports, Divans,
Mantel Beds. Bouffets. Sideboards, Music Cabinets, Hall Trees,
Desks, Etc.

ARNESSaC0

I

9

Hl7UR MEW

Gifts

as

as

Gifts for Plotter

Gifts for the Baby

X-m-

IS YIELDING
ITS FRUITS

YOU

GENUINE

Marlin, See.

NOTICE TO SHAREHOLDERS.
The annual meeting of the shareholders of the First National Bank of
Santa Fe will be held at the banking
house in Santa Fe, New Mexico, on
Tuesday, January 12, 1904, at half
past three o'clock p. m.
J. H. VAUGHN,
Cashier.

.Us.

BOOKS AND STATIONERY,

....

Periodicals. School Books, School Supplies,
Stationery Sundries, Etc. . .
CATHOLIC

CATECHISMS

AID PRATER BOOKS

SPAIISH I0TELS

"PANAMA VERY WARM,"
But not half as warm as our Mexican Calientes, such as the Chile Con
Carne, Enchiladas, Posole, Menudo,
and frljoles, which is being served
constantly at the only short order
house In the city, the Bon Ton.

net ia atack

at

A

II

SPAIISH.

SPECULTT.

fete; subscriptions

taken lor all periodica

JACOB WELTMER

SCIENTIFIC EMBALMING

Oysters, fish' and game served only

At Our

at the Bon Ton.

t?

Parlors

Undertaking
STOCK MARKETS.
The Latest Scientific Methods of
Embalming
New York, Dec. 12. Atchison
pfd., 03M; New York Central, 117; are Employed. Calls Answered from the Parlors Day or Night or by D0R0TE0 SENA, Agua
Pennsylvania, 115; Southern Pacific, Frla Road. Our, Parlors Consist of a Nicely and
Appropriately Fitted Up Suite at No. 112
MX; Union Pacific, 77; pfd., 57; U.
Lincoln Avenue, West Side Plaza, Santa Fe, New Mexico,
S. Steel, 10', pfd., 52tf.
ALL KINDS OF PICTURE FRAMING.

MARKET REPORT.
MONEY AND METAL.
New York, Dec. 12. Monev on call,
nominal, no loans. Prime mercantile
paper 6. Silver
New Vork, Dec. 12 Lead quiet 84.25;
copper steady, 12
GRAIN.
Close. Wheat,
Chicago, Deq. 12.
H.
uoc, lux x; May, 81M
Corn, Dec, 41M; May, 43
a 37.
Oats, Dec, 35tf ; May, 36
PORK, LARD AND RIBS.

55.

Pork, Jan. 311 45; May, 811 80
82.
Lard, Jan., 83.50; May, 86.65
67i.
35.
86
Klbs, Jan.,
May,
STOCK.
Eapsas Cltv. Mo., Dec. 12. Cattle,
market, receipts, 5,000 including 100
southerns. Unchanged'.
Native steers, 84.00
86.00; Southern steers, 82.50
83.30; Southern
83.40; native cows and
cows, 82.00
heifers, 83.00 (ft 83.50; Stockers and
83.80; bulls, 82.35
feeders, 83.00
86.00; western
83.25; calves, 82.50
83.85; western cows,
steers, 83.54
83.00

84.20.

Sheep, receipts, 10,000. bheep,
steady.
Good to choice wethers, 83.50
fair to choice mixed, 83.50
western sheep, 82.39 a 83.50;
lambs, 84.00 9 85.85, western
I5.70.
83.50

lambs
84.00;
83.15;

native
lambs,

IVIONTENIE

GOLD'S OLD CURIOSITY

SHOP

CLOSING
OUT

SALE!
,

, Wishing to retire from business

entire stock of

83.45.

Sheep, market receipts 500 unchanged!,
84.10; lambs, 84.25
Muttons, 83.50
84.00;
83.10; Range weathers, 83.40
83.30.
Ewes, 83.75
Cattle, market
Chicago. Dec. 12.
receipts, 300 nominal.
Good to prime steers, 84.50 9 85.65;
ooor to medium, 83.00
84.35; stockers
and feeders, 81.75 A 83.00; cows 81.50(3
84.50; eanners,
83.90 heifers, 81.75
84.00;
81.50
8330; bulls, 81.75
fed steers
Texas
85
25;
calves, 82.10
83.65
84.00; western steers, 82 00

&

DUDBOW

INDIAN

I will

sell my

and MEXICAN BLANKETS, POTTERY

BASKETS. DRAWN WORK. CURIOS, ETC.
At less than Cost.
;
Now is

the Time to Buy Your.

Heliday Presents
Sign of the Old Cart

';

Send for Catalogue

Cor. San Francisco Street and Bun o Alley.

.

'

